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UCCA executive officers meet
Discuss resolution censuring Grigorenko
NEW YORK, NY. (UCCA Special). and Brotherhood "Brody-Lev" Boh— On Saturday, February 16, the dan Semeniuk.
UCCA Executive Committee held its
President's report
meeting here, which was attended by 32
members. The meeting was opened and
conducted by Walter Masur, present
In turn, UCCA President Prof.
UCCA executive vice president.
Lev E. Dobriansky reported on a
After the minutes from the last number of topics connected with his
meeting were read by the UCCA secre activities in the nation's capital.
tary, Ignatius M. Billinsky, an extensive
At the outset, he thanked the UCCA
discussion ensued, and following cer Executive. Committee for organizing
tain additions and amendments the the testimonial dinner honoring him on
minutes were adopted and approved.
the 30th anniversary of his tenure as
Administrative Director Ivan Ba- UCCA president.
zarko read a number of letters with
In connection with the retirement of
notifications of changes of representa Congressman Daniel J. Flood from the
tives in the ruling organs of the UCCA. U.S.. Congress the resolution in the
The UNWLA delegated Ivanna Ro- matter of the resurrection of the Цкгаі–
zankowsky to the -UCCA .Executive
Щжь^ят^
Committee, and the following persons ^^ФшФтм
were delegated to the UCCA National Democrats-writ be introduced by Con
Council: Organization for the Rebirth gressman Samuel S. Stratton of New
of Ukraine - Volodymyr Procyk; York along with Republican Congress
United Ukrainian War Veterans of man Edward J. Derwinski of Illinois.
The death of the prominent Ame
America - Joachim Wyshnevetsky; the
Carpathian Research. Center — Dr. rican labor leader, George Meany, was
Wasyl Weresh; the Ukrainian Fraternal a great blow to the cause of the captive
Association - Mykoia Turetsky; the nations, said Dr. Dobriansky, because
Association of Ukrainian American he and the AFL-CIO had supported the
University Professors - Dr. Ivanna ideals and actions in defense of the
Ratych and Dr. Nicholas. Chirovsky; enslaved peoples.
(Continued on page 10)
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Wilkes-Barre, Shamokin districts
fulfill organizing quota by 10096
Philadelphia District leads in
total number of new members
JERSEY CITY, N.J. - The WilkesBarre and Shamokin Utffc district
committees fulfilled their 1979 organi
zing quota by over 100 percent while the
Philadelphia District led the UNA
network in the total number of new
members organized during the UNA'S
jubilee year campaign, reported the
Organizing Department.
The Wilkes-Barre District surpassed
its 1979 quota by 10 percent. The
district consists of nine branches and it
is headed by Roman Diakiw.
Shamokin topped its organizing
quota by 6 percent. Tymko Butrey is the
chairman of the district.
During the jubilee year, the Shamo
kin District added a new branch to its
roster. Branch 389 in Lehighton was
formed by the long-time UNA activist,
Michael Chomyn. There are 21 bran
ches in the district.
Among the leading organizers in the
Shamokin District were: Mr. Butrey,
secretary of Branch 164; Joseph
Chabon, secretary of Branch 242; Helen
Slovik, secretary of Branch 7; Margue

rite Hentosh, secretary of Branch 305;
and John Petruncio, secretary of
Branch 78.
Third place among the districts was
won by Philadelphia. Chaired by Petro
Tarnawsky, the district consists of 40
branches. Twelve secretaries and
organizers in the district brought 10 or
more new members each into the UNA
fold during the jubilee' campaign.
Among the successful organizers
were:
Senior
Field
Organizer
Stefan Hawrysz, Supreme Advisor
John Odezynskyj, Theodore Duda,
secretary of Branch 163; Wolodymyr
Wynnyckyj, secretary of Branch 239;
Dana Zapar, secretary of Branch 347;
Wolodymyr Jaciw, secretary of Branch
32; Andrij Kusznir, secretary of Branch
83; Wasyl Jewtushenko, secretary of
Branch 422; Bohdan Odezynskyjrsecretary of Branch 216; Peter Serba,
secretary of Branch 173; Christine
Fuga, secretary of Branch 269; and
Fedir Petryk, secretary of Branch 362
(Continued on page 11)

Sfefanio Sichko leads defense campaign tor husband, son
NEW YORK, NY. - Stefania Petrash-Sichko, wife of Petro Sichko and
mother of Vasyl Sichko, two recently
sentenced Ukrainian Helsinki group
members, has been defending them in
protests and appeals addressed to
Soviet authorities. Several such docu
ments have been received in the West
and have been released by the press
service of the Ukrainian Supreme
Liberation Council (abroad).
The father and son rights activists
were sentenced in December 1979 to
three years of imprisonment each for
their participation in ceremonies on
June 22, the Feast of the Pentecost, at
the grave of murdered Ukrainian com
poser Volodymyr Ivasiuk. Both
Sichkos delivered addresses at the
gathering, which drew thousands of
people.
Vasy! Sichko has been threatened
with confinement in a psychiatric
hospital and attempts have been made
to diagnose him a schizophrenic.
Mrs. Sichko wrote letters in defense
of her husband and son in July and
September 1979 to V.T. Antonenko,
procurator of the Lviv oblast; Leonid I.
Brezhnev, chairman of the Presidium of
the Supreme Soviet of the USSR; the
Lviv obJast psychiatric examination
commission; and the Presidium of the
Supreme Soviet of the USSR; . . v

She notes in her appeals that the
arrest of Petro and Vasyl Sichko fol
lowing their appearances at Ivasiuk's
grave "is a gross violation of Article 50
of the Constitution of the USSR which
guarantees freedoms of speech, press,
assembly, meetings, street processions
and demonstrations."
"The real reason for the arrest," Mrs.
Sichko writes in the statements ad
dressed to the Lviv oblast procurator
and dated July 10, 1979, "was the
refusal of my husband Petro Sichko and
my son Vasyl Sichko to acknowledge
the right of the KGB to arbitrarily
determine the fate of a person. Because
of this organ, my husband, a qualified
economist and planner, was fired
several times from work, and my son
was expelled from the university." (The
young Sichko was a journalism stu
dent.)
Such "lawlessness," according to
Mrs. Sichko, forced her husband and
son to renounce their Soviet citizen
ships and to apply for permission to
emigrate with their family. After the
Soviet authorities ignored the request,
the two Sichkos joined the Kiev-based
Ukrainian Public Group to Promote
Implementation of the Helsinki Ac
cords.
(Continued un pace 2)
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The Sichko family: (seated) Stefania Petrash-Sichbo, Petro Sichko and their
children (standing, from left) Volodymyr, Oksana and Vasyl.
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C h e r v i l urges suppprt of Helsinki group Stus protests imprisonment of Horbal
NEW; ?ORK, NY. - Vyacheslav
Chornovii, Ukrainian journalist and
rights defender who is now serving his
term ofreule in the Yakutsk ASSR, has
called Йп" "other repressed Ukrainian
patriots, j t o support the Ukrainian
Helsinki group through statements of
solidarity or membership and has
announced his own membership in the
group.^
. Cfrortiovil's statement was released
here by the External Representation of
the Ukrainian Helsinki Group. It is
dated May 22, 1979.
Below is the text of Chornovil's
statement.
"The Ukrainian Helsinki group,
which monitors the Soviet Union's
implementation of the Helsinki provi
sions in the area of human rights,
regardless of its limited possibilities
(due to constant debilitation of its
ranks), today is the most efficient form
for the familiarization of the Ukrainian
nation. The Ukrainian Helsinki group is
at the same time the direct continuation,
under new conditions, of the Ukrainian
national democratic movement which
was born in the post-Stalin ruins and
received the modest name of 'Shestyde-

Щ
ІРЩЬШІІг "^

Vyacheslav Chornovii
siatnyky.' (Attempts to narrow this
term to denote only literary phenomena
are incorrect.)
"As a permanent participant of this
movement since the beginning of the
1960s, I and other Ukrainian patriots
repressed before the creation of the
Helsinki groups, have the right and wish
to consider ourselves, to some extent,
(Cnnlinucd on раце I f )

Rights activist beaten by unknown men
NEW YORK, N.Y, - Ukrainian
rights, activist -Hryhory ,Tokariuk was
beaten by unknown hooligans on Jan
uary 12, reported, the press service of the
Ukrainian Supreme Liberation Council
(abroad).
Tokariuk was forced by two. men to
get in,to a car Quts.ide.his home. He was
then taken to the outskirts of town into
the woods where he was pushed out of
the car and severely beaten as the men
warned him that he should stop work
ing with "Ukrainian nationalists."

request although Tokariuk has relatives
in that country.
' KGB organs conducted a "conver
sation" with Volodymyr Malynkovych,
a member of the Kiev Helsinki group,
before he was allowed to emigrate to the
West. The authorities warned Маїуп–
,kovych that their hands will be able to
reach, him even in the West if he contin
ues his rights activities.
ф
Mykola Matusevych`s sister Таті–
lia traveled to the Mordovian camp
where the Helsinki monitor is impri
soned on January 30 in order to visit
turn.. Alt.houg-h 'shVhad permission (to
see Matusevych, she was barred by
authorities who said that two days
before her arrival Matusevych was
deprived of his right to visitors.

NEW YORK, N.Y. - Vasyl Stus, a j
Ukrainian rights activist who recently
completed a term of five years' impri
sonment and three years' internal exile,
protested the arrest, sentencing and
imprisonment of Mykola Horbal, fol
lowing what Stus called a "loathesome
provocation" by the KGB.
Stus expressed his protest and de
manded an open trial of the persons
responsible for the provocation against
Horbal, in a November 19, 1979, letter
to the procurator of the Ukrainian SSR.
The text of the letter was released here
by the press service of the Ukrainian
Supreme Liberation Council (abroad).
Horbal was sentenced on January 21
to five years of imprisonment after he
was accused of attempted rape.
Horbal was planning to emigrate to
the United States to live with relatives
and had presented the necessary docu
ments to the authorities. According to
Stus, Horbal was constantly under
surveillance "as a dissident and a person
close to the Ukrainian rights defense
movement."
Stus wrote: "The penal authorities'
use of the most callous provocations
against dissidents gives one reason to
think that the authorities can arrest any
person on any accusation if only the
public posture of the person is in some
manner displeasing to the authorities.
Therefore, the рге-Olympic practice
proves: that any defense of the invio-
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Mykola Horbal

(Continued on page II)

Czecho-Slovak athletes
support boycott of. /и,,,
Summer Orymfics

Vasyl Stus
VIENNA, Austria. — A group of
Czecho-Slovak athletes has called upon
the West to boycott the Summer Olym
pics in Moscow, reported the Slovak Soviet emigres
Information Serviee`of the Slovak
World Congress.
support boycott
Tokariuk. who was born in 1946, has
The appeal, dated January 23. was
been і trying to obtain permission to
signed by the Sportsmen Under the of Summer Olympics
emigrate to Poland for three years.
Communist Regime in the Czecho
Soviet authorities persistently deny the
slovak S.R. The athletes asked the
WASHINGTON, D.C. - Rome's
West not to be fooled by Lord Killanin. Domestic Service, reported on February
president
of
the
International
Olympic
4
that
Soviet dissidents now living
Stefania Sichko leads defense campaign... Committee, or his associate. Mr. in the three
West support the boycott of the
1980 Summer Olympics in the Soviet
(Continued from page I)
state with all firmness that my son Vasyl Daume of West Germany.
Union, according to the February 29
The appeal states in part:
Sichko never suffered the slightest bit
edition
of the CSCE Digest.
"We
appeal
to
the
responsible
states
"My arrested husband Pctro Sichko from any psychological or physical
Vladimir
Bukovsky,
Leonid
men and politicians of the West not to
and son Vasyl Sichko never did any ailment."
thing to violate the laws of the USSR,
"1 would like to believe that the Lviv be mislead by the so-called argument Plyushch and Natalia Gorbanevskaya
on the contrary, they took an active part psychiatric examination commission that sport cannot be mixed with polit- have asked the West to block the
in the defense of human and national will hand down an objective decision tics. There are no politics involved in "repressive spiral" under way in the
rights. And this is the highest duty of and will not allow medicine to be Afghanistan, but military aggression; Soviet Union by preventing the staging
each citizen," Mrs. Sichko writes.
abused for political purposes," she it is brutal violence against a peace- of the Olympic Games in Moscow.
loving nation on behalf of Soviet
Answering journalists' questions in
In her July 18, 1979, protest tc writes.
Chairman Brezhnev, Mrs. Sichko
She also points out that her son's imperialistic ambitions. We would ask Rome, Mr. Bukovsky said that the
points out that the fact that two inno actions — including his renouncement Killanin and Daume if they would decision to accept Moscow as the scene
cent people were arrested "is convincing of Soviet citizenship and application for organize the Olympic Games in Mos for the Olympics as "irresponsible"
proof that theKGB organs continue to emigration — fully correspond to the cow if the Soviets occupied Great because it "sanctioned the irreversibility of repression."
ignore the most important principles of actions of a healthy person" when "one Britain and West Germany."
the Constitution of the USSR."
takes into account the reasons for
She writes that on July 10 she was them."
In the fourth document made public
informed that her husband was impri
soned in the investigation division of the by the press service, Mrs. Sichko
protests
to the Presidium of the Su
KGB and that her perfectly healthy son
УЖРЛГНСКСИЙ ЩОЛ(ННИК ЩЩ?'
UKKAINIAN
ОЛ/IY
preme Soviet of the USSR about a
was sent to the psychiatric hospital.
FOUNDED 1893
She demands that she be allowed to libelous article, "Dirty Deeds of the
Ukrainian newspaper published by the Ukrainian National Association, Inc.. at 30 Montgomery
see her husband and son "in order to be Provocateurs," which appeared in the
Street, Jersey City, N.J. 07302, daily except Mondays and holidays.
certain that they are alive," and asks Dolyna regional newspaper. The article
that "everything possible be done to end slanders the entire Sichko family,
TELEPHONES:
Svoboda
UNA
this lawlessness and to release my especially Petro and Vasyl Sichko.
(201) 434-0237
(201)451-2200
husband Petro Sichko and son Vasyl
Mrs. Sichko devotes this protest to a
(201) 4340807
Irom New York (212) 227-5250
Sichko from captivity."
point-by-point refutation of the article,
from New York (212) 227-4125
In early August 1979, Vasyl Sichko noting that "the authorities groundwas to appear before the Lviv oblast lessly persecuted my husband Petro
Subscription rates lor THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY
J6.00 per year
psychiatric examination commission Sichko and son Vasyl Sichko for a long
UNA Members
S2.50 per year
which was to determine his psychologi time."
In conclusion she mentions that she
cal condition.
THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY
Editors: Zenon Snylyk (Managing)
P.O. Box 346. Jersey City, N.J. 07303
Mrs. Sichko prepared a statement to has no news about or from her husband
Ihor Dlaboha
the commission, dated July 24, 1979, in and son' and asks: "Is this normal for a
Rema'SochanHadzewyct
which shedearly.iwtes:"Asa mother, 1 democratic government?';:.',: `; `
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Dissidents from the USSR appeal to move Summer Olympics
In 1978 the Association for Olympic Guarantees in the USSR was created in the
Soviet Union. The statement below was written by the association prior to the
invasion of Afghanistan and prior to the mass arrests in Ukraine and Moscow
which took place during the latter half of 1979. In view of the danger of being
arrested, the authors of the statement did not reveal the names of the members of
the organizations and they did not sign their names toil. The text was read during a
press conference organized by "Smoloskyp" during the 13th Winter Olympic
Games in Lake Placid, N. Y.
Fate has shown that Olympics-80 and
These events corroborate the growing
human rights are bound in one knot. evidence that our government has
Some of the events of last year are: - decided to destroy the movement in
defense of rights and, first and fore
' the arrests of the organizers of a most, to cleanse Moscow before the
free trade union (Klebanov, Nikolaev, Olympics of all dissidents by whatever
Poplavsky, Yankov);
means: arrests, banishment, exile and
' the judicial persecutions of mem various despicable provocations.
bers of Helsinki groups in Moscow,
We would be happy if our capital
Ukraine, Georgia and Lithuania;
becomes the deserving center of the next
world Olympics. However, a true pat
' searches at (the homes of) all riot is one who does not cover up the
members of the commission investi faults of his country, but a patriot is a
gating the use of psychiatry for political person who, after disclosing them, does
aims, and also the recent (searches) at everything to overcome them. Based on
(the homes oO M. Morozov in Moscow that, we are forced to state with bitter
and M. Zotov in the city of Toliyatti;
ness that because of our undemocratic
regime, Moscow still finds itself on a
' the deprivation of citizenship by level which does not give it the basis to
deceitful means of talented persons, become such a center, to become the
who obtained foreign visas for lectur next Olympus. The motto of the Games
ing, for concert activities, or for medical on Hellenic Olympus was total peace,
treatment (Rostropovich, Vishnev- total tolerance. Our government is
skaya, Grigorenko, Rabin, Zinovev); waging a continuous barbaric, destruc
tive war against thought, against oppo
' the torture of those who are impri sition, demonstrating by this its abso
soned (for example, the one and one- lute intolerance for those who demand
half-month tortures of Kyryl Podra- only one thing — the guarantee of
binek by means of the 'lock-up room'); elementary human rights and democra
' the ceaseless detainments on the tic freedoms.
street and taking to the militia of M.
Those persons, either participants in
Landa (after her return from exile);
the Olympics or spectators, who do not
" the attempts to charge with va want to cooperate with the movement
grancy writers H. Vladimov, V. Voy- for humanrightsand freedoms, who are
novych, L. Kopelev, and candidates of indifferent to the suffering of the
science Yu. Hastev and R. Medvedyev. innocent, for whom a spectacle is dearer'

than freedoms and human dignity, are
not worthy to have the Games take
place in their country.
The argument of Western opponents
of an Olympic boycott is that sports and
politics should not be mixed. But they
have already been mixed together for a
long time in our (country) - mixed
together by the totalitarian regime
itself. Not in vain are such words in the
Soviet athletic hymn, which are repeat
ed many times: "for us conquest, like
air, is a necessity!"
Those who are contributing to the
prestige of Olympics-80 are also contri
buting to the destruction of opposition
in the USSR, to repressions, to the
"cleansing" of the Olympics from a free
exchange of people and ideas, by this
turning sport into politics, but into
politics for the benefit not of democracy
and friendship, but of tyranny.
There is no guarantee that those
persons in the Soviet Union who wish to
attend the Olympics will be able to be
present at the Olympics. Such guaran
tees do not exist even for persons of the
Western world; those among them who
do not please the Soviet authorities will
not even be allowed into the USSR.
We call upon the world community to
take upon itself the responsibility for
the totality of the Soviet authorities'
actions in preparation for the Olympics.
And to accept this responsibility with all
attendant circumstances, participation
in the Olympics binds you and the
Soviet regime with mutual responsi
bility.
In view of this we have decided to
create the Association for Olympic
Guarantees in the USSR which will
focus on the questions and relations of
Olympics-80 with the problem of hu

man rights in our country and in the
countries of Eastern Europe.
Our goals are:
1. To infoim the community about
actions of the government which are
aimed at the liquidation of the human
rights movement in proportion to the
closeness of Olympiad-80 and the
Madrid Conference in 1980;
2. To demand that our government
give an official statement to the Interna
tional Olympic Committee regarding a
halt to the persecution of dissidents, and
that prior to Olympics-80 a general
political amnesty will be proclaimed;
otherwise, (we will) appeal to the IOC
that it transfer the Games to another
country (or postpone them);
3. To propose to all athletes and all
honest citizens of our country to boy
cott the Olympics in Moscow, unless the
government does not stop the repres
sions against the participants of the
democrative movement and does not
proclaim an amnesty for political pri
soners.
We are in agreement with those who
feel that a boycott of the Olympics by
individual countries will not solve the
problem, that it can be solved only by a
radical route — by the route of moving
the Games to another country or mov
ing them to another time. Nevertheless,
we feel that a boycott of the Games by
athletes and all honest citizens of
totalitarian countries would have the
desired result. In connection with this,
we hope that analogous citizens' com
mittees regarding the question of the
Olympics and human rights will be
created in the countries of Eastern
Europe.
We call upon all progressive citizens,
all progressive organizations and par
ties — from Christian to Eurocommunist - to support us.
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Trenton newspaper admits boo-boo Reagan welcomes initiatives to honor
TRENTON, N.J. - The editors of
The Trentonian, a New Jersey capital
daily, admitted to an F in geography
and thanked its readers for imparting a
lesson to them in that discipline as well
as in history.
The newspaper brought out a photocaption story in its January 24 edition,
showing 11-year-old Ellen Shklyarevsky draped in an American flag
which she had accepted for the Trenton
Hebrew Academy on behalf of the local
chapter of the Religious Zionists of
America. The girl, who has been living
in the United States for the past three
years, was identified by the newspaper
as "a native of Kiev, Russia."
That, apparently, did not sit well with

many of the newspaper's readers, espe
cially members of the local Ukrainian
American community.
On the initiative of the local Plast
members, a series of telephone calls and
letters of protest were lodged with The
Trentonian`s editors, prompting the
latter to publish a correction the very
next day.
"Hundreds of callers told us we were
wrong!" said the editors. "In The
Trentonian yesterday, we said in a page
one photo caption that a girl holding
the American flag was a native of Kiev,
Russia. Give us an F on geography. The
callers told us Kiev is in the Ukraine,
and the last we checked, it's still there.
Thanks readers - we needed thatT

Reprint Armstrong's
``Ukrainian Nationalism'
LITTLETON, Colo. - "Ukrainian
Nationalism," a scholarly account by
Prof. John A. Armstrong of the Ukrai
nian people's struggle to regain their
independence during the turbulent
period of World War II, has been
reprinted by the Ukrainian Academic
Press here. It is the reprint of the book's
second edition.
The original work, dealing with the
1939-45 period, was published by the
Columbia University Press in 1955. It
was revised and updated to include the
armed struggle of the Ukrainian Insur
gent Army (UPA) through 1950 and
published as a second edition in 1963.
"If one takes into account the dura
tion, geographical extent and the inten

sity of activity, the UPA very probably
is the most important example of
forceful resistance to Communist rule,"
wrote Prof. Armstrong in the preface to
the second edition.
Hailed by scholars as "brilliant" and
"courageous and informative," Prof.
Armstrong's book has become the
classic work on the subject of nation
alism in Ukraine. The book has been
out of print and unavailable for over 10
years.
Copies of the book may be ordered
from the Ukrainian Academic Press,
P.O. Box 263, Littleton, Colo. 80160.
The 361-page work is priced at S20 in
the United States and Canada and S30
elsewhere.
„ ;-".
. .;

civilian deaths during World War II
"I think, Ms. Maso, that you may
have overlooked the significance of the
Holocaust Commission as a precedent
for the Ukrainian community and other
victims of Soviet imperialism also.
Between 1931 and 1933 over 7 million
Ukrainians were starved to death under
Mr. Reagan was apprised of the the Soviet regime. Thus, this one period
disappointment felt by Ukrainian Ame alone is comparable in horror to that of
ricans that a Ukrainian was not selected the Third Reich," wrote Mr. Reagan.
to the President's Holocaust Com
Mr. Reagan added that the Soviet
mission by Deborah J. Maso, special
events director of SUSTA and political atrocities continue today with the
affairs director for the Penn State invasion of Afgahnistan.
Ukrainian Club.
In her reply to Mr. Reagan, Ms.
Maso asked him if he would support the
In his letter to Ms. Maso, Mr. Reagan
idea of creating a commission "designed
wrote: "I am aware of the heavy losses
to investigate Soviet atrocities."
suffered by Ukrainians and other East
European nations during World War II
and recognize a justifiable cause for
such concern."

JERSEY. CITY, N.J. - Ronald
Reagan, GOP candidate for president,
welcomes the attempts by community
groups to honor the millions of civilian
deaths, including Ukrainians and other
East Europeans, during World War II.

(ICC congratulates Trudeau

"I welcome the initiative you and
other members of the Federation of
Ukrainian Student Organizations have
taken in pursuing an issue as relevant
today as it was 35 years ago. And I
support your efforts in reminding the
free world that one of the two most
barbaric regimes in human history is
still with us," wrote Mr. Reagan.
Ms. Maso told The Weekly that while
she did not mention to Mr. Reagan the
death of 7 million Ukrainians in 1932-33
as a result of the Kremlin-made famine,
Mr. Reagan reminded her that that
Soviet atrocity was "comparable in
horror to that of the Third Reich."

WINNIPEG, Man. - Two days after
the February 18 elections in Canada,
the Ukrainian. Canadian. Committee
sent a telegram to Pierre Elliott Tru
deau congratulating him on his victory.
Speaking in behalf of its 29 memberorganizations, the UCC extended wish
es of success to Mr. Trudeau "in your
future endeavors as leader of Canada
and guardian of interests of all her
ethno-cultural communities."
The telegram was signed by Serge
Radchuk, president, Andrew Jaremovich, secretary-general, and S. Jaroslaw
Kalba, executive director.
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Sen. Mathias scores Soviets
on Afghanistan, human rights
WASHINGTON. D C
Sen.
Charles McC. Mathias. Jr. (R-Md.)
urged the United States to pre-empt the
Soviet Union's expected post-Afgha
nistan peace offense by placing the
Soviet invasion of that country at the
top of the State Department's review
agenda for determining U.S. policy at a
meeting of the Helsinki Accords nations
later this year.
Sen. Mathias said in a Senate floor
statement that the issue of Afghanistan
should occupy center stage at the
meeting this fall in Madrid because "it is
an act which menaces all Europe and all
the principles the Helsinki Accords
promulgated."

to sit down with its neighbors under the
Helsinki umbrella and talk construc
tively of arms control" at the Madrid
meeting and in the months leading up to
it.
In Madrid. Sen. Mathias said, the
United States "must hold the Soviet
Union to account for its continuing
savage disregard of the Helsinki under
takings on individual freedom." He
called the banishment of Andrei Sakharov and the arrests of some 40 Soviet
human rights activists proof of, "the
contempt the Kremlin shows for the
pledges it has given to respect freedom
of conscience and of religion."

In a separate letter to Secretary of
State Cyrus R. Vance, Sen. Mathias
said. I t is important that the United
States do all within its power to teach
the Soviet Union that history cannot be
rewritten with impunity: that it must
face up to the consequences of its acts in
Afghanistan."

"But beyond the well-known Helsinki
provisions on human rights," Sen.
Mathias said, "are the guarantees
Leonid Brezhnev signed to refrain from
the threat or use of force, to respect the
inviolability of frontiers, to refrain from
occupying other nations' territories or
interfering in their internal affairs, and
to fulfill 'in good faith obligations under
international law.' "

Citing the language of the Helsinki
Accords signed by 35 nations in 1975,
Sen. Mathias told the Senate the Soviet
Union, "every day violates the letter and
the spirit of the Helsinki undertakings."
He added that the USSR "defies the
Helsinki principles," and the Madrid
meeting should lay bare "the Soviet
record of defiance" before the world.

"The promise to respect international
law and the United Nations Charter...is
not confined by geography," he said.
"And it is that promise —among others
- which the Soviet Union violated in
Afghanistan."

In his Senate statement. Sen. Mathias
.reiterated his long-standing criticism of
Sen. Mathias said the Soviet Union the Carter administration's inability to
"will surely again be trumpeting its frame a strategic foreign policy for the
peaceful intentions in Europe, its desire United States.

USSR is greater "prison house of
nations" than the tsarist empire
NEW YORK, NY. - In writing
about Soviet foreign policy, the New
York Daily News's political commenta
tor Patrick J. Buchanan wrote in the
February 24 edition of the newspaper
that the term "prison house of nations"
is a better description of the Soviet
Union than it was of the tsarist empire.
"In the 19th century, the Romanov
empire was called the 'prison house of
nations.' That term is more exact
today," wrote Mr. Buchanan. "Nation
alism is one of the great engines of
change in the 20th century; and Russia
is sitting upon a vast continent-span
ning penitentiary of Germans, Poles,
Baits,. Czechs, Slovaks, Hungarians,
Rumanians,
Ukrainians, Uzbeks,
Afghans — tens of millions of whom
burn with a desire for freedom from the
oppression of the detested Russians. In
the coming decade, it is estimated that
the non-Russian minorities inside the
Soviet Union (including Ukrainians)
will become the majority. The centri
fugal pressures upon Moscow are
certain to grow."

West Europeans and Japanese recover
their courage, vision and spirit of selfsacrifice, Soviet military superiority the Kremlin's last best hope for endur
ing empire — could rapidly slip away.
So, again, not a few Soviet counselors
must be whispering into the ears of the
old men in the Kremlin: We stop them
now, or we stop them never," he wrote.

Cites Brezhnev's role
in Carpatho-Ukraine's
downfall in 1944
DETROIT, Mich. - Joseph Sobran
of the Detroit Free Press compared the
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan to the
Red Army's occupation of his grand
father's native Carpatho-Ukraine in
1944.
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Ontario legislator seeks to block
Soviets from grabbing bequests
TORONTO, Ont. - A member of
the Ontario Provincial Parliament has
introduced legislation that would make
it difficult for the Soviet government to
make claims on estates of Canadians.
Dr. Stuart Smith, leader of the
opposition, said that the Liberal Party
has taken a strong stand on the issue of
bequests from Ontario citizens to
relatives or friends living behind the
Iron Curtain. Dr. Smith said that in
many cases the beneficiaries living in
Eastern Europe or the USSR get very
little of what is being left to them.
He said that the reason for this is the
"questionable legal action being under
taken by their respective governments."
"As a result, we've called for amend
ments to the appropriate statues that
would require Ontario courts to honor
the specific intentions of the deceased
person's will or trust, and amendments
would effectively block potential bene
ficiaries or governments from making
claims on estates where no will or
instructions have been left by the
deceased," said Dr. Smith.
The leader of the opposition said that
even if a will is left, unless it is written up
in precise legal terms, legal agents of the
beneficiaries can have the will voided.

doubt by the percentage 'cut' they take
when the estate is transferred in the way
of funds."
Dr. Smith said that when the deceas
ed leaves no will, "it has been observed
that the Soviet authorities have been
quick to enter claims in our courts on
behalf of potential beneficiaries residing
in the USSR."
"Again, there is some concern regard
ing the Soviet motivations, and whether
the deceased would have intended such
a result," he said. "This problem results
in millions of dollars of. Canadians'
hard-earned money falling into the
wrong hands each year, and we're
determined to-stop it."
The legislation introduced by Dr.
Smith stipulates that when an Ontario
citizen dies without a will, the courts
will not entertain claims on the estate
from potential beneficiaries residing
behind the Iron Curtain. Dr. Smith said
that this will not prevent people from
leaving money to relatives behind the
iron Curtain, but it will require that
they state their intention in a will.
The bill also states that where there is
a will, which stipulates that the estate be
transferred to a beneficiary residing
behind the Iron Curtain in a manner
other than by way of funds, that the
Ontario
courts will be required, where
"This is done by way of an applica
tion in our courts, whereby the bene any dispute arises, to honor the inten
ficiary, through legal agents in Canada, tions of the deceased rather than the
can require immediate payment of the alleged preferences of the beneficiary.
"While the provincial government
full amount, in trust funds notwith
standing any conditions," said Dr. has full jurisdiction to legislate with
Smith. "There has been considerable respect to these two matters, Ontario
apprehension among our Eastern Euro should solicit the full cooperation of the
pean communities in Ontario that the federal government to coordinate and
Soviet authorities are the main instiga facilitate the necessary international
tors of such applications, motivated no initiatives," said Dr. Smith.

Onfario Liberals support credit
for third language courses
TORONTO, Ont. - Dr. Stuart
Smith, leader of the opposition in the
Ontario Provincial Parliament, said
that the Liberal Party is convinced that
it is time to open up a "whole range of
opportunities" for persons wishing to
earn credit for third language courses at
the secondary school level.
"First of all, we would ask that school
boards conduct surveys to determine
the desire for such courses to be includ
ed as a choice in the regular school-day
curriculum," said Dr. Smith. "If, as we
suspect, there is a healthy demand for a
wider variety of language courses, we
would have the Education Ministry
assist in every way to make those new

classes a reality as soon as possible."
Dr. Smith also said that the Liberal
Party would support giving recognition
to community organizations which
offer heritage studies classes so that
high school students could pass Minis
try of Education language exams and
thus gain credit toward their diploma.
"We urge the ministry to consult with
community groups to develop new or
existing third language courses that
could meet provincial standards for
accreditation," said Dr. Smith.
In Canada, languages other than
English and French are considered third
languages.

Clark government was apprised
of Soviet persecution of Baptists

OTTAWA, Ont. - The government "lam deeply disheartened by the further
Writing in the February 20 edition of
the Free Press, Mr. Sobran wrote: "The of former Prime Minister Joe Clark was turn of events and share your disap
apprised
of the persecution of Baptists pointment at the obvious Soviet viola
current absorption of Afghanistan
Mr. Buchanan said that in the Com reminds me of an earlier one that I have in the Soviet Union by the All-Ukrai tions of the Helsinki Accords."
nian Evangelical Baptist Fellowship.
munist world, communism is dead and some personal reason to recall."
Miss MacDonald said that concern
its survival depends on brute force.
In a letter to Mr. Clark, the Rev. O.R. for Soviet violations should be raised
"My grandfather Sobran came to this Harbuziuk, president of the fellowship, through either bilateral contacts or in
"Only on Western campuses do the country 75 years ago from the Trans`
young take their Marxism seriously," he carpathian Ukraine, also known as asked the. Canadian government "to multilateral arenas.
protest these blatant violations of the
wrote.
Ruthenia. In 1944 the Red Army moved U.N. Declaration of Human Rights and
"As you are aware, the Helsinki Final
Mr. Buchanan theorized that Soviet into Transcarpathia, and early the next
the Helsinki Accords of which the Act contained a number of provisions
strategists have come to the realization year the region was formally annexed to Soviet Union is a signatory."
on human rights which were freely
that the Soviet Union has reached the the Soviet Union," wrote Mr. Sobran.
undertaken by the signatories to the
point of "now or never."
"Deeply involved in that action was a
Replying to the Rev. Harbuziuk`s agreement. That, the. ,Soyiet, ,Union j
"And, surely; .thece, is recognition in і young І f. colonel і named.' і ```Leonid''- Jetter-,`Flbrtf MacBWaid,'Forrher seCre- should choose, t'o^overidok' thisі aspect:,
- /^olci/taw ,vjJi `4aiyiAiu^lotld^^t^h^rmi:
Moscow, tbtf U" tbaAnxcrieanSi,British, Brezhnev,^ tet^`"iv?s
8
c; J I I / W V ^ -Vі:- ЛСГ.і ЬіуікУСр x4 -ліibt. 4-.-' "-,tMtof.a^A y\ttool ..ОЙ'ЙЛ тщхж
TJftf"f eftfWWt"Kf, і”Уг”ї”йй s.iMw^t' A;.'r. "л vA-! y?.-A'`v:', WO ftWft IWrnfts
, ' Л ” І И .`tJfi
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Philly students publish
newsletter, urge activism
by Peter Handera
PHILADELPHIA, Pa. - The met
ropolitan area of this city embraces the
second largest Ukrainian settlement in
the United States. The city has many
universities and it is estimated that some
300 students of Ukrainian descent
attend these institutions. But the youths
are dispersed and passive, not having a
forum at which they can interact among
themselves and find ways to retain and
cultivate their ethnic roots.
The newly formed Ukrainian Stu
dents Coalition Of Philadelphia seeks to
change this condition. Its goal is to
maintain contact among active univer
sity clubs and many unattached stu
dents, and to promote social and politi
cal involvement of the present college
generation.
The newly started newsletter Phoenix
under the editorship of Roman Віїуп–

sky of Temple University promises to
become a unifying agent and a stimu
lant of student life.
In his statement, USC president
Mark Malyj,a senior at Drexel Univer
sity, is appealing to his colleagues to
participate in student affairs and to
prepare themselves for service to our
ethnic community.
It should be noted that several stu
dent clubs at Philadelphia's colleges are.
already pursuing social and cultural
programs. Very much in tune with
USC`s objectives, these clubs have
announced to hold a joint program on
Sunday, March 30, devoted to impri
soned patriots in Ukraine.
The group hopes that Philadelphia's
concern and initiative will inspire
constructive activism among Ukrainian
youths in other cities as well.

Kiev institute finds clues
to 1908 explosion in Siberia
NEW YORK, N.Y. - A mystery of
more than seven decades surrounding a
space explosion,over Siberia was finally
cracked by^a team of scholars of the
Institute of Mineral Geochemistry and
Physics in Kiev, reported Theodore
Shabad recently in The New York
Times.
Mr. Shabad`s account went as fol
lows:
After a half-century search, the
Soviet Union has announced that
material of extraterrestrial origin has
been identified on the site of a colossal
midair explosion that rocked a remote
area of Siberia on June 30, 1908.
The mysterious event, which sent
shock waves around the world, was first
attributed to the fall of a giant meteorite
or a comet near Vanavara, in the Stony
Tunguska River basin.
However, while Soviet expeditions to
the isolated site found trees blown down
and charred by the explosion, there
were no craters such as are normally
associated with giant meteorites.
With no conventional explanations
winning general acceptance, scientists
in the Soviet Union and in the West
began offering a variety of exotic
hypotheses. They suggested an atomic
blast of natural origin, the arrival of
alien visitors in a nuclear spaceship, the
fall of antimatter and, most mystify-

Woodbridge Library
has Ukrainian exhibit
WOODBRIDGE, N.J. - The newly
formed UNWLA Branch 4 in New
Brunswick, N.J., is sponsoring a Ukrai
nian Easter egg exhibit at the Woodbridge Public Library throughout
March. The public is invited.

Astoria

monastery

to hold Lenten

retreat

ASTORIA, N.Y. - The Sacred
Heart Ukrainian Catholic Monastery,
conducted by the Sisters of St. Basil the
Great, will sponsor a Lenten retreat
March 21-23 for single girls age 15 and
older.
Reservations. are requested;.. Eor, 0
furthtt infdrinanon .contact tie 'ш^'п^Ц я
tery at 42-lT` ffttmatt UvftyAstohaV
N.Y. 11105.

ingly, an encounter between the planet
and a black hole.
Getting down to earth from the
flights of fancy, the Soviet press has
now disclosed the discovery of tiny
diamondlike grains, of the type that
would be generated from carbon by
extreme shock,. as in the collision of
celestial bodies. Such minute particles,
together with greatly compressed forms
of quartz, have been generally accepted
as telltale indications of the impact of a
meteorite fall.
According to the Moscow newspaper
"Sotsialisticheskaia Industrie" of Janu(( cmlrnucd on pagi' 4)
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Detroit officials cite Mary Beck
on her 18th leap-year birthday
The following article about Mary
Beck appeared in the February 21
edition of The Detroit News. On March
2 the local Ukrainian American com
munity honored Miss Beck at a testi
monial dinner. Olha Kuzmowycz,
president of the Association of the
Ukrainian Jounalists of America, was
the keynote speaker.
Former Detroit City Council Presi
dent Mary V. Beck was honored as the
city's "most celebrated Leap Year
baby," yesterday by federal, state and
city officials and a host of ethnic
organizations.
They gathered in the. City-County
Building to celebrate Miss Beck's up
coming 18th Leap Year birthday on
February 29.
"You can get my true age by multi
plying 18 by four," she said after hearing
tributes from Detroit Mayor Coleman
A. Young and the City. Council, and
Mary Beck
congratulatory messages from Michi
gan Gov. William G. Milliken and well, but believe me, I gave all my heart
Michigan's U.S. senators.
and all my mind, and I never knowingly
Miss Beck, who served five terms on betrayed your trust."
the Council from 1950 to 1970 and ran
Miss Beck, now a world traveler and
unsucessfully for mayor in 1969, receiv
ed a standing ovation from the audience lecturer, blew out 18 candles on a
birthday cake. She received a blessing in
of 250.
Of Ukrainian parentage, she was Ukrainian from the Very Rev. Nestor
escorted to the stage by young girls in Stolarchuk, pastor of St. Mary's Ukrai
nian Orthodox Cathedral, Southfield.
native Ukrainian costumes.
Known for her unusual hats. Miss The cathedral choir sang the Ukrainian
Beck was hatless but smartly attired in a birthday song.
Although retired from public life
gray-and-black pantsuit and white
blouse,with Elizabethan collar and since 1970, Miss Beck said she remains
busy as executive director of the Ukrai
flounced sleeves.
Judge Cornelia G. Kennedy of the 6th nian Information Bureau of the State
Center
of the Ukrainian National
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals unveiled
an oil portrait of Miss Beck which will Republic-in-exile, which she founded
seven years ago to disseminate informa
be hung in the Council's chambers.
Acknowledging the tributes. Miss tion on the plight of Ukrainians and the
Beck said. "I may not have served you people of other captive nations.

Teluk feels that recession could be avoided
The following article about Prof.
John Teluk's economic theories appear
ed in the February 29 edition of The
News, a publication of the University of
New Haven. Prof Teluk is a Supreme
Auditor of the Ukrainian National
Association.

they become acute and intolerable.
There is a need for better cooperation
and communication between govern
ment (state and federal). They must set
their priorities, have clear objectives,
and have a common consistency of
methods," Prof. Teluk said.

Is America headed for a depression?
If certain precautions are not taken
Prof. John Teluk, head of the econo
mics department at the University of
New Haven, thinks so. "There is a
chance of a recession for 1980 although
it could be postponed until 1981. The
president, in his State of the Union
address, predicted a mild recession
although experts say 1980 will be a
'stagnant' year," said Prof. Teluk.
There has been stiff consumer resis
tance to the idea of a recession.
"The consumers are predetermined to
keep their high standard of living and
are cutting their savings rates to con
tinue spending. At the end of 1979 the
savings rate was down to 3.3 percent
from seven percent of the disposable
income of 1975," Prof. Teluk said.
Each point drop is equal to an
additional 52,0 billion in consumer
spending.
"Currently savings are not related to
just the income but to the total net
worth of the individual and the net
worth of each individual rises during
inflation," he added.
v "The consumer spends to keep ahead ,
of in^i^on. ,JHe!^B^.,.tft,pa^iefj(iiyj
cheaper dollars, today's consumer is
different than the pre-World War 11

"Government tries to fulfill too many
political promises without working on
what must be done. They should try to
understand the link between politics
and economics. Too much political
motivation is used to shape the econo
mic process, particularly the market
process," he pointed out.
Prof. John Teluk
consumers, as these consumers believed
in the 'Protestant' tradition of savings as
much as possible. Today there is a shift
in beliefs and values away from the
protestant tradition. We emphasize
more leisure, comfort, and safety. As a
result, there is too much emphasis on
self interests and social issues." he
continued.
Another reason for the postpone
ment of the recession is rising govern
ment spending. With the current politi
cal problems the defense budget has
risen from 3.3 percent of the gross
national product to 5.2 percent.
"There is a need for better evaluation
and promotion of the long-term as
those :of .population, resource avail
ability, technology, and social behavior
must be looked into. The government
only handles current problems' when

"At this time long term planning does
not exist. Long term policies should
always be in existence and it is the fault
of past presidential administrations that
there aren't any programs set up now. A
long term policy should be set up
immediately and it should include:
"I.) an energy policy to avoid our
current vulnerability to OPEC price
controls.
"2.) a basic national welfare program
instead of the current state controlled
programs.
"3.) a revision of the tax program.
"4.) restraints on wage and price
increases.
"The present administrative view of
this situation is to let the recession fight
inflation by keeping a marginally higher
rate of unemployment. The producti
vity rateafter 1975was'3.2`percent bat
today, it`has` declined to'under twopercent.
.
, ,,,,,
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Letter to the editor

I I

Ukrainian Weelcly
Greatest champion of rights
The weariness of captive hands
Shall find their labor past.
And knees enveloped long in chains
Shall earn a rest at last.
Traditionally, the month of March is dedicated by the Ukrainian
community to the observances of the anniversary of birth of Taras
Shevchenko, poet, artist and universally recognized champion of human and
national rights.
Shevchenko has no peer in Ukrainian literature, as much in terms of style,
content and expressiveness as in the zeal that reflects his total commitment to
the ideals of individual and national freedom, human dignity and justice.
The very life of Shevchenko epitomizes the struggle of his people. Born a
serf, he fought all of his life against serfdom and spent but seven of his 47 years
in relative freedom. Irony wanted it that he died on the eve of the abolition of
serfdom in Ukraine.
But with his writings, in which he was as inspiring as he was scornful in an
effort to reawaken his people and imbue them with a spirit of dignity and
confidence, Shevchenko penned a completely new chapter in Ukraine's
history. When he died in 1861, his "Kobzar" became the embryo of the
Ukrainian people's national renascence that reached its climax in the reestablishment of Ukrainian statehood on January 22, 1918. Shevchenko`s
was the greatest contribution to the realization of the centuries old dream.
Shevchenko`s spirit is ineradicalbe. Even the new tyrants have recognized
it creating an aura around him in Ukraine while doctoring his writings to fit
their image of the poet as the precursor of marxism.
It is the real, unblemished Bard, however, who continues to sustain and
insipre his people until they break the chains anew in the flames of freedom
reborn.

Another warning on Olympics
Western journalists and broadcasters who are used to unfettered practices
of reporting and commenting on just about everything under the sun better
heed the latest warning from Moscow.
The USSR's TV and radio committee chairman Sergei Lapin told recently
a group of media executives in rather prophetic tones that there would be no
"newsworthy events" during the Summer Olympics in Moscow and that
Western journalists would be given "no help" in covering non-sports stories.
What he meant, of course, is that the KGB boys will make certain that there
are no "undesirable elements" near the sites of the various events of the XXII
Olympiad and that even if the Western journalists take the initiative in nosing
around for stories the KGB will see to it that they don't find them.
This warning from comrade Lapin comes in the wake of the organizers'
earlier decision to send youngsters into the countryside, cleaning up the cities
of people who might be willing to talk "politics," banning the delivery of
foreign periodicals to the participating athletes.
That much was to be expected, and there is probably more to come.
President Carter's call for the boycott of the Olympics and their relocation is,
therefore, proper and valid. Afghanistan or no Afghanistan.

Holocaust council efforts cited
Dear Sir:
I would like to comment on the article
titled "Anti-Defamation League seeks
Ukrainian representation on Holocaust
Council," which appeared in the Feb
ruary 24 issue of The Ukrainian Week
ly. I commend the league for its achieve
ment regarding the Holocaust Council
and for keeping the community inform
ed about the problem which the league
is attempting to correct. It was good to
see the league add its voice to earlier
calls for Ukrainians to play an active
role in the matter of the Holocaust
Council.
After reading the article, however, I
was left with the impression, which I am
sure was done inadvertently, that the
anti-defamation league was either the
sole agent or the'decisive force in the
campaign to seat a Ukrainian on the
council. As the past director of UNIS in
Washington, ! believe that I can help
correct this misleading impression and
give credit to others who have worked
very hard behind the scenes on this
issue.
First, Dr. Bohdan Wytwycky was the
first person to draw attention to this
issue in June 1979. Subsequently, he has
worked tirelessly to mobilize both
Ukrainians and non-Ukrainians behind
the idea that Ukrainian representation
is not only justified, but necessary. Dr.
Wytwycky also provided the White
House with a rough draft of the section
on Ukrainian victims of the Nazi holo
caust'from his soon-to-be published
manuscript, "The Other Holocaust," to
help argue the Ukrainian case. More

over, Dr. Wytwycky's lobbying in the
Jewish community has been instru
mental in winning the overwhelming
portion of what success we have achiev
ed thus far.
Second, we must give credit to Vicki
Mongiardo and Natalie Sluzar of the
White House Office of Ethnic Affairs
for lobbying very hard in the White
House to justify Ukrainian representa
tion on the council. Without their
support, our entire lobbying effort
probably would have failed.
Last, but certainly not least, other
organizations and individuals have
contributed to this effort. For example,
UNIS and UCCA appealed directly to
the WJiite House. The Pennsylvania
State College Ukrainian Student Club
organized letters writing and peti
tion drives. Various other organizations
and institution including the Harvard
Ukrainian Research Institute, the na
tional office of the UNWLA, the Los
Angeles Ukrainian Cultural Center
contributed by writing letters to the
White House, the Holocaust Council
staff and many members of Congress.
They all deserve recognition.
I have become very much aware of
the recognition our efforts have receiv
ed in Washington. Even if our efforts do
not succeed in placing a Ukrainian on
the Holocaust Council, we have ac
complished much with the participation
of just a few. Think what we can
accomplish in the future if we all
participate.
Don Bohdan Wynnyczok
Washington, D.C.

Urges representation
Below is the copy of a letter regarding the composition of President Carter's
Holocaust Council, sent to Monroe Friedman, director of the U. S. Council on the
Holocaust, and Stuart Eisenstat, assistant to the president for domestic and policy
affairs.
I am writing on a matter of concern to
me. It is the composition of President
Carter's Holocaust Council.
To illustrate an example of lack of
sensitivity on the part of some "experts"
who did research for this project. While
visiting Babyn Yar, in Ukraine, a
wreath was placed on a Ukrainian
monument to the victims there. The
wreath was inscribed in Russian, He
brew and Yiddish. This even though
(1) thousands of victims of this holo
caust were Ukrainians, (2) this area is
in Kiev, a city that has been a capitol of
Ukrainian culture for over 1,500 years,
and (3) the tragedy in Babyn Yar was
largely unknown in the West until a
poet, who himself is in part Ukrainian,
composed a poem that won worldwide
acclaim and attention.
I, 'too, know something of war and
suffering. I served in the Korean War as
a combat infantryman. I was also a

News quiz
The quiz covers the previous two issueso/The Ukrainian Weekly. Answers
will appear with the next quiz.
1. Which organization voted to review the case of Lev Lukianenko as a
step toward seeking his release?
2. Which two Ukrainian groups staged demonstrations at the Olympic
Games in Lake Placid, N.Y.?
3. Who is the Ukrainian who was elected for the first time to the Canadian
, House of Commons?
4. On whose behalf did Raissa Moroz appeal in a letter to The New York
і Times?
5. Who was voted a distinguished fellow of the American Psychiatric I
' Association?
! 6. Who is John P. Hawko?
'
7. What is the name of the new Ukrainian band founded in Montreal
I Que.?
8. Who is the "missing hostage"?
і 9. Which UNA district committee most recently marked Soyuz`s 85th
anniversary?
10. How many UNA districts were represented at the meeting of district
committee chairmen held at the UNA Main Office recently?
і

combat medic there. I have two combat
tours in Vietnam (as a volunteer, both
times.) I was awarded the Distinguished
Flying Cross, the Combat Infantryman
Badge, five air medals, two commenda
tion medals, as well as other military
decorations.
As Americans, we believe in liberty
and justice for all. Ukraine and Ukrai
nians were major victims of Nazi atroci
ties. To exclude Ukrainians on the
President's Holocaust Council would
appear to be discriminatory.
Since it is deemed appropriate that
the United States erect a memorial to
Nazi holocaust victims, it is only proper
and fitting that a Ukrainian American
be included on President Carter's
Holocaust Council.
George A. Nestor
Nanty Glo, Pa.

Attention students!

Answers 10 previous quiz: Pennsylvania; Canadian Prjme Minister Joe Clark:the Very Rev.
Erank Ьшріл^ещ, f^ha^d,ljfgtrtadjj^hnGlenn,-,Wreinlprifye,aPm-ago,Kasedbiuvsklyi
the 1654 Treaty of Petfi(a^,Ojfl(sa, J ^ / 7 ; unfffmjg^ftt^cgfij^ofОД^ДОИЮЗ!І
0
Olympic Games in the USSR: NBCs Skqr"

Throughout the year Ukrainian student clubs are plan
ning activities. The Ukrainian Weekly urges students to let us
know in advance about upcoming events. We will be happy to
help you publicize them. The Weekly will also be glad to print
timely hews stories about activities that have already taken
place. Black and white photos (or color with gbod contrast)
,дПІ ^!so,:be,abcqRt)?d.;^KE У р Ц В ^ FtfE^E?q.,^e^d rna-
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A view from England
by John P. Hewko
"I can't believe it," was the response
of a Ukrainian woman in England as
she perused a copy of a Ukrainian
American publication.
"The Ukrainians in America seem to
have reached a level of socio-economic
development which would be unattain
able by any ethnic group in England."
Her point is well taken and deserves
serious consideration.
It is indeed fortunate that the greatest
number of Ukrainian emigres were able
to settle in North America. For Ameri
ca, the land of immigrants, a country
where being an ethnic American is the
norm rather than the exception, certain
ly provides economic and social oppor
tunities which few countries can match.
As one examines the social and econo
mic development of Ukrainians in
America, one cannot help but query:
"Have we done enough?" "Have we
mustered the full potential of the
American system?" Relative to the
limitations of Ukrainians in Paraguay,
Argentina and England we have utilized
the opportunities offered there. How
ever, given the situation in America, this
view from England is that clearly we
have not.
Not everyone, Г т sure, supports such
a critical view. We have many middleclass Ukrainian college students who, as
they sip beer at the local Ukrainian
sports club or watch TV in the corner of
the student union of the local university
where all the "Ukes" hang out during
their free time, would undoubtedly
point to many accomplishments. After
all, we have our "zabavy" in the swan
kiest hotels; every year we are able to
muster 40 or 50 congressmen who, as
part of a yearly ritual, make Captive
Nations Week statements and enter
them in the Congressional Record,
there are numerous concerts, rallies and
other events where Ukrainian speakers
discuss the Ukrainian problem in
The following article about the
meaning of art was written by Daria
Dorosh, a Ukrainian American artist
living in New York City. It appeared
in the New Catholic World Miss
Dorosh was born on March 21.1943,
in Busk. Ukraine. She teaches at the
Fashion Institute of Technology and
Parsons School of Design. Miss
Dorosh has also been a visiting artist
at several colleges and universities
since 1972.
To me, belief implies uncertainty
and points to a process of actualiza
tion. When I make my work I
encounter my beliefs in a physical
form. Through this art form I separ
ate myself from my beliefs suffi
ciently to look at them more objec
tively. I feel that it is necessary to
believe in something before it is
complete or while it is in the process
of becoming. When it is formed, it
enters into the category of reality and
must be evaluated. In this way, my
art and my beliefs are not static, but
constantly undergoing a kind of
refinement.
I have an impulse to make some
thing because I need to see it, experi
ence it and finally understand it
sufficiently to question further.
Perhaps it is a way of noticing more
particular aspects of reality which
previously were part of a broader
field of vision. The closer I look, the
more I find. At times a fear arises that
the questioning will lead me to an
end, although the artistic process
itself points to continuous renewal. I
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Ukrainian to often exclusively Ukraini
an audiences. These activities are fine.
But they are not enough.
What we in America need is a change
of attitude - a new approach to our
ethnic identity, a shedding of our ghetto
mentality. Some 30 years ago Ukrainian
emigres formed closed Ukrainian com
munities to combat a strange and
complicated environment. These closed
communities served as an excellent
form of cultural protection and helped
transform a group of hard-working and
talented immigrants into a prosperous,
well-educated middle-class. This econo
mic transformation has shown results
— nice suburban homes, educated
children, fancy cars and elaborate
debutante balls. But are these the kind
of results which help the Ukrainian
cause?
One of the realities which we in
America seem to forget is that we are,
after all, living in America. Rather than
creating a generation of bright, articu
late, confident youths who are familiar
with Ukrainian problems and wellversed in our cultural and national
aspirations and who are then able to
spread this knowledge to the American
power elite (to use. C. Wright Mill's
now-famous phrase), the ghetto men
tality, the fear of assimilation seem to
inhibit generations of young people
from using their talent beyond an
exclusively Ukrainian setting.
It seems to me that the shedding of
the ghetto mentality begins, paradoxi
cally, with a strong Ukrainian upbring
ing in the pre-high school years. Lan
guage and ethnic identity must be
stressed' in the home. Saturday schools
should be strengthened. However,
critical classes such as history must be
taught in English. To understand the
significance of 1648 or 1709 is difficult
enough for school children in English —
let alone in a language which they do
not fully command. Ideally, therefore.
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our youths, should reach their high
school or university years with a feeling
of being, in effect, a Ukrainian Ameri
can, possessing a unique cultural and
historical heritage, as well as a singular I
mission.
The task of creating future genera
tions of Ukrainians which can deal with
and utilize the American political
system begins, at the latest, during the
university years. It should be the first
priority of the Ukrainian community in
America to see that our youths not only
attend universities, but the best univer
sities. It is from these schools that the
vast majority of America's business and
political leadership comes. Also, not
only is it easier to reach an influential
position if one graduates from these
schools, but the task of influencing is
made simpler if one is dealing with old
classmates and schoolmates. Although
it may sound dated in an age of increas
ing social democratization and mobi
lity, the old-boy, school-chum system
still works.
The Jews, for example, clearly make
up a disproportionate share of the
student bodies at the Harvards, Williamses and Amhersts. Why aren't
Ukrainians flooding these schools with
applications? Is it that Ukrainians are,
for some reason, "not good enough," or
is it that we do not have the confidence
to let our youths loose among those who
aren't "nashi"? Surely a percentage of
the youths who are placed in this ailAmerican environment will become
assimilated. But for the majority who
have a good Ukrainian background and
are able to tread the line, the gamble will
prove fruitful.
However, it is not enough for Ukrai
nians to just attend these schools —we
must take advantage of them. Ukraini
an students have to become active
participants in the American campus
life.
The Ukrainian-knowing-onlyUkrainians syndrome has to be broken.
Every effort should be taken, whenever
possible, to live in dormitories among
non-Ukrainians. Ukrainian students

Art - a medium of participation, involvement
think that religion as well as art
reflects this fear. Our human history
shows a preoccupation with exten
sion and continuity of being even
though physical reality contradicts
this point of view, with death as its
strongest argument. But why should
we be interested in this continuity,
why do we desire it? 1 think the
reason is the same as the basis for
making art: the sheer joy of perpetual
encounter, the intimacy with exis
tence.
I see my work as steps on a path
culminating in the present. The
direction of the path has a mysterious
configuration, sometimes crossing
over old routes waiting for their time
to be recognized. What I ultimately
see is the complex relationship of a
particular human being to the ques
tions posed by an accumulated hu
man history. Some of the ideas that
excite me have been in the mind a
long time: "What is that which
always is ,and has no becoming; and
what is that which is always becom
ing and never is? "(Plato, "Тітае–
us"). I am interested in defining for
myself the underlying relationships
that shape reality. I feel an urgency in
trying to understand the nature of my
experience.
Painting is the form 1 have chosen
in order to pursue these concerns. In
this medium, the relationships, be
tween color, size, surface, depth,
light and illusion are the methods by

which I attempt to articulate and test
my beliefs. 1 think art is a discipline
that has the capacity to get at the
truth. Great art embodies an essen
tial truth about its time as well as the
individual responsible for it. It
provides a necessary step in the
development of a collective aware
ness of existence.
I believe art to be a symbol-making
activity for the purpose of communi
cating something. This implies that
the symbol needs a receiver for its
function to be fulfilled. When we
look back a few centuries, we see art
as a communal event, having an
important religious or political func
tion tin t` e society. In the modern
history of art, the community has
been late in accepting what the work
has had to say. But this lack of
immediate understanding does not
alter the pertinence of the work.
Rather, it poses questions about the
nature of our time.
Much has happened between then
and now to alter our definintion of
community, as well as the role of the
artist. Today one's community has
no boundaries. Our concerns are no
longer local. We all participate in the
world community in a specialized
way. We rely on each other's cooper
ation because we are all striving to
construct the best life we can for
ourselves. We are all profoundly
affected by what each of us does. So
,. ,,ч,,г–,

should become active participants in
various school organizations: the news
paper, athletics, student government,
fraternities etc. It is at this stage that the
"old-boy" system begins, and the Ukrai
nians should be there to take full
advantage of it.
Ukrainians have to begin to form a
corps of lawyers, political scientists,
journalists and businessmen — edu
cated at the best schools and well-versed
not only in their respective fields but in
Ukrainian affairs as well. It is from
these professions that the American
power elite draws its members.
How can Ukrainians establish this
corp^ of politically astute youths? A
reasonable solution would be to pool all
of the various SI00 and S200 scholar
ships which proliferate in the Ukrainian
community into a large ail-American
Ukrainian scholarship fund. In other
words, a Ukrainian equivalent of the
Rhodes Scholarship should be created
whereby every year the Ukrainian
community would sponsor a handful of
its brightest and most talented students
(not necessarily financially the poorest)
for training in journalism, law and
business. If the matter were handled in a
non-partisan manner in 15 to 20 years
we might see the emergence of a corps oi
influential Ukrainian American profes
sionals with substantial political
clout.
These, however, are long-range and
perhaps not readily attainable goals. To
launch such an effort would require
statemanship and far-sightedness —
elements which the Ukrainian com
munity should begin to muster.
But there are immediate measures to
be taken. First, Ukrainians need to
become active in American political and
civic life. Ukrainians should plunge
wholeheartedly into the power structure
of both the Republican and E)emocratic
parties. In addition to holding bazaars,
exhibits and demonstrations of Easter
egg coloring, students should concen
trate on getting involved in American
1

(Continued on page 12)
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we must develop a personal sense of
values to guide our actions, to exer
cise our freedom in a meaningful
way. In a sense, we have the respon
sibility to define ourselves and the
meaning of our life. To disconnect
oneself from the larger community
limits one's sense of self and inhibits
growth. Therefore, the work I make
must affect an audience to complete
its meaning.
Many impediments arise in the
public's ability to participate in the
art of our times. One significant
factor is the willingness to give the
work the necessary time and atten
tion to perceive its meaning. Perhaps
it is becoming too difficult to move
from a popular form like television
which provides ready answers neatly
edited into small time segments. We
get used to digesting life this way and
too dependent on the security it
offers. As has been said, the medium
is the message, and the message it
gives is the format of its presentation.
Art, on the other hand, requires
participation in quite another way. I
have been going back to the works in
our museums over the years and find
that they change for me depending
on what I bring to them. They change
as I change, they remain alive. Art
requires this kind of extended time
because it expresses the ineffable,
which cannot be grasped in a pro
grammed way. Art asks us to have
trust in what we do not readily
understand and belief in the magni
tude of our destiny.

,.... ,J4
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Two N.Y. artists display
artworks in Toronto gallery

Southern New Jersey prepares
for Ukrainian Day Festival

TORONTO, Ont. - A group of twodimensional visual artworks by two
New York artists will be shown in the
exhibit "Land-Scapes" March 16-29 at
the Ukrainian Canadian Art Founda
tion gallery here.

firm, says that each painting reflects
"my personal chronometry of time, but
expresses the inherent visual qualities
symbolic of landscapes."

The series of acrylic paintings
stretched within a round metal frame,
executed by Mrs. Janczyszyn-Vertein,
originated through a transparent place
ment of color. Layers of paint were built
up successively to create various tex
tures, amounts of space and light, and
tonality.

Explaining the meaning of her work,
she says: "The human experience is the
ultimate force in the artistic process.
Expressing the inner essence of form
evolves from me a field of infinite
marks." Ms. Wolosiansky is a member
of the staff of the Ukrainian Museum in
New York.

The artist, formerly associated with
the Ukrainian Museum of ;New York
and now with a New York advertising

Gallery hours are Sunday 1-5, Mon
day to Saturday noon-6 p.m. (closed
Wednesday).

VINELAND, N.J. - Ukrainians of
southern New Jersey are preparing for
the Ukrainian Day Festival to be held
here at Cumberland County College on
Saturday, March 15, at noon to 4 p.m.
The festival is presented in coopera
tion with the college's culture and
heritage committee, and it will feature
Ukrainian foods, art and entertain
ment.
Ukrainian delicacies such as varenyky, holubtsi and breads will be prepared
by local Ukrainian cooks, including
Maria. Cichanoski and Daria Zapar,
and will be sold at the festival.
Theresa Markiw, a recent graduate of
the fine arts faculty of Concordia
University, will exhibit some of her
paintings along with works by other
Ukrainian artists. She and Nina Kujdych, who teaches Ukrainian arts in
night school in south Jersey, will also
display Ukrainian embroidery and
tableware. Roman Kujdych, a college
student, will demonstrate the art of
decorating pysansky.
The work of pupils of the Ukrainian
school will be shown by Sylvia Simson,
a teacher of religion and Ukrainian

Ms. Wolosiansky's work embraces a
variety of mediums: acrylics, water
The artists, Chrystia Janczyszyn- color, pencil, soil, and thread on canvas
Vertein and Irena Wolosiansky, will be and paper. All of her pieces are sti
on hand to meet the public and the press mulated by the internal activity of
at a reception on Sunday, March 16 at 2 landscape forms such as foliage, bark
and rocks.
p.m. at the gallery, 2118A BloorSt.

Honof Yuriy Lawriwsky

language at the St, Nicholas Church
school.
The family of the late Anthony
Romanick will exhibit several examples
of Hutsul woodcarved works which he
fashioned.
The Ukrainian Community Choir
under the direction of Serge Kosochouk of Ss. Peter and Paul Ukrainian
Orthodox Church of Millville and
Adele Commander of St. Nicholas
Ukrainian Catholic Church of Millville
will perform during the program.
Also appearing will be the "Chaika"
Ukrainian Dancers, directed by Stepha
nie Choplinsky of Philadelphia.
Alex Panczyszyn is general chairman
of the organizing committee, while June
Dupnock and Ivan Kujdych are publi
city chairman for the Ukrainian Day
Festival.
Transportation for area senior citi
zens to the Cumberland County College
campus will be provided by the. Cum
berland Seniorbus. Millville- and
Bridgeton residents should call 4558300 and Vineland residents should
phone 696-4414 several days in advance
for the bus service.

Baltimore prepares for
National Slavic Convention
BALTIMORE, Md. Mayor
William Donald Schaefer of Baltimore
issued his official letter to the Slavic
American. Convention committee ex
pressing his satisfaction for the selection
of Baltimore as the site for the National
Slavic Convention scheduled for Au
gust 22-24.

Those whose memories go back to Lviv will recall the name of Yuriy Lawriwsky
with a mixture of glee and nostalgia. Those who happen to live in upstate New York
and in the Toronto-Hamilton-St. Catharines area north of the border are also
familiar with his voice. A vocalist, actor and composer of light genre, Mr.
Lawriwsky's thespian career goes back to the "Veselyi Lviv" troupe in the capital of
western Ukraine. A resident of Buffalo, N.Y., since 1949, Mr. Lawriwsky is the
conductor of the "Burlaky" chorus there. He and his equally talented wife, Irene,
also conduct their own radio program that enjoys a wide listening audience.
Recently, Mr. Lawriwsky (shown above with the chorus) was honored by the
Buffalo community on the occasion of his 70th birthday. The event brought
together many old and new friends in what was a deserving tribute to Mr.
Lawriwsky.
ANN ARBOR, Mich. - "Color It
Ukrainian," a Ukrainian-English color
ing book for children, written and
illustrated by Ingert Kuzych-Berezovsky, has been published here by Ed
wards Brothers, Inc.

Organizers of the convention are
Slavic national leaders, fraternal presi
dents, clergymen, directors of cultural
groups and musical institutes, and
political representatives, including Rep.
Barbara Mikulski (D-Md), who repre
sents the 3rd Congressional District of
southeast Baltimore, which is inhabited
predominantly by Slavic Americans.
The convention will consist of work
shops, a general assembly, folk festival,
exhibits, religious festival, and a pop
musical festival connected with the

Inner Harbor Food and Art Festival.
An Ecumenical religious service will
be conducted on Sunday by Catholic,
Orthodox and Protestant clergy.
The main theme of the convention
will be human rights, and all of the
dissidents from Eastern Europe and the
Soviet Union have been invited to
participate. Local television and radio
stations in the Baltimore-Washington
area will broadcast live parts of the
convention from the Convention. Cen
ter. Invited to speak are Aleksander
Solzhenitsyn, National Security Advi
sor, Zbigniew Brzezinski, Jessica
Savitch, national news reporter; Leon
Jaworski, former special prosecutor,
Stephen Roman, Canadian industrialist
of Slovak origin; and Valentyn Moroz,
Ukrainian dissident.
For more info write to; Convention,
520 S. Wolfe St., Baltimore, Md. 21231.
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Publish Ukrainian-English coloring book
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The 64-page book contains illustra
tions for each letter of the Ukrainian
alphabet, vocabulary words and a
pronunciation guide.
It is designed, as the author writes in
his introduction, "to acquaint as broad
a spectrum of age groups as possible
with Ukraine and its language."
Mr. Kuzych-Berezovsky, the author,
is a graduate student of paleontology at
Michigan State University. He holds
bachelor's and master's degrees in
biology from Wayne State University
and also attended the Harvard Univer
sity Ukrainian Summer School.

синиш (aunivci)The cover of Ingert Kuzych-Berezovsky's just-released Ukrainian-English
coloring book.

The author is trilingual, having
learned Ukrainian' from his father ond `'.^ColorJt Ukrainian'?`may be ordered
German from ins Austrian mother.
by sending. S2J95 plus SI for postage to

С О Б О Р SODORJ

CATHEDRAL

BTHAWHRRIIl

A page from "Color It Ukrainian."
Ingert Kuzych-Berezovsky, P.O. Box
1132; Berkley, Mich. 48072. Discounts

are available to Ukrainian organizat i o n S . M . . . / . , ` v.,v,vV. .v,
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New York KLK wins 25th annual North American ski tourney
TULLY, N. Y. - The Carpathian Ski
Club of New York won the 1980 North
American ski championships for the
fourth time.
The tournament was held under the
sponsorship of the Association of
Ukrainian Sports Clubs of North Ame
rica at the Song Mountain Ski Resort
on February 23. This was the 25th year
that the championships were held.
The New York KLK previously won
the title in 1975, 1978 and 1979. The
club also won the Dr. Myroslav Orlowsky Memorial. Corp. With 13 skiers
present from the New York KLK, it also
won the award for the largest number of
participants in the tournament.
Second place in the overall scoring
was won by the Toronto KLK and
"Sokil," Syracuse took third place.
Fifty-one skiers from the United
States and Canada participated in the
competition which was divided into
slalom, giant slalom and combined
events.
The host of this year's meet was the
Toronto KLK and the race officials
were Ihor Chuma (president of the
Toronto KLK), meet director, Jaroslav
Rubel (New York KLK), chief referee,
and Mykola Bohatiuk ("Sokil," Syra
cuse), secretary. The setting of the
courses for the slalom and giant slalom,
gatekeepers and electronic timing were
provided by the Song Mountain Ski
School under the supervision of Dyke
Chapman.
Results
Slalom-men (two runs): Borys Gud
ziak ("Sokil," Syracuse), 51.7; Andrij
Bohatiuk ("Sokil," Syracuse) and An
drew Kozak (New York KLK).
Slalom-men (two runs): Anna Jaciw
(Toronto KLK), 1:05.5; Myra Hnatkiwsky (New York KLK) and Tamara
Suchowersky (New York KLK).
Slalom-senior men (two runs): Ludko Zarytsky (New York KLK), 1:05.6;
and Alex Gudziak ("Sokil," Syracuse).
Slalom-boys 14-18 (two runs): Marko Gudziak ("Sokil," Syracuse), 52.2;
Alex` Bohatiuk ("Sokil," Syracuse) and
Roman Zarowsky (Toronto KLK).
Slalom-boys 9-13 (two runs): Mi
chael Sokolit (Toront. "LK), 1:01.8;
Andrew. Chuma (Toronij KLK) and
George Lawryshyn (Toronto KLK).
Slalom-girls 14-18 (two runs): Ruta
Jaciw (Toronto KLK), 1:00.7; Christine
Kassaraba (Plast, Cleveland)and Оіеп–
ka Ciolko (New York KLK).
Slalom-girls 9-13 (two runs): Natalka
-Kassaraba (Plast, Cleveland), 1:19.0;
Orysia Zarytsky (New York KLK).
Giant Slalom-men; Ihor Fedorowych
(Plast, Detroit), 21.6; Borys Gudziak
("Sokil," Syracuse) and Andrew Jaciw
(Toronto KLK).
Giant slalom-women: Roma Kassa
raba (Plast, . Cleveland), 27.6; Myra
Hnatkiwsky (New York KLK) and
Tamara Suchowersky (New York
KLK).

Teluk...
(Continued from page 5)

"This makes it more difficult for
businessmen to offset wage increases,"
said Prof. Teluk.
"In the final stage, some recession in
unavoidable. We have reached the
highest interest rate ever and the highest
controllable inflation rate, which this
year may rise to over 15 percent. Also
OPEC will raise oil prices; which will be
an additional bill to pay of more than
S60 billion annually. These are the data
to be used in forecasting a recession:" he'
concluded..'.;
- ! -`-. -- - -.v-v.

Skiers, meet directors and guests who attended the 25th annual North American ski championships.
Giant slalom-senior men: Ihor. Chu
ma (Toronto KLK) 26.8; Ludko Zaryt
sky (New York KLK) and Alex Gud
ziak ("Sokil," Syracuse).

IPTi""`

Giant slalom-boys 14-18: Marko
Gudziak ("Sokil," Syracuse), 20.5;
George Sharan ("Sokil," Syracuse) and
Roman Zarowsky (Toronto KLK).
Giant slalom-girls 14-18: Ruta Jaciw
(Toronto KLK), 28.5; Olenko Ciolko
(Toronto KLK) and Christine Kassa
raba (Plast, Cleveland).
Giant slalom-boys 9-13: Andrew
Chuman (Toronto KLK) 28.5; George
Lawryshyn (Toronto KLK) and Victor
Smefana (Plast, Rochester).
Giant slalom-girls 9-13: Ariadna
Lytwyn (Ukrainian Ski Club, Philadel
phia), 34.6; Orysia Zarytsky (New York
KLK) and Natalka Kassaraba (Plast,
Cleveland).
Combined competition-men (Roman
Rybaczek trophy): Borys Gudziak
("Sokil," Syracuse), Andrew Bohatiuk
("Sokil," Syracuse) and Andrew Kozak
(New York KLK).
Combined
competition-women
(Motria Hrushkevych Memorial Cup):
Myra Hnatkiwsky (New York KLK),
Tamara Suchowersky (New
York
KLK).
Combined competition-senior men
(New York KLK trophy): Ludko Zaryt
sky (New York KLK) and Alex Gud
ziak ("Sokil," Syracuse).

Natalka Kassaraba (Plast, Cleveland), shows the form which won her first place in
the girls 9-13 slalom event.

Kiev Institute...

The Soviet investigators burning peat
deep in the Siberian forest were not
(Continued from page 5)
looking for diamonds or any of the
агу 24, the diamond find followed a six- other telltale indicators of a meteorite
year investigation conducted in the fall, Dr. Sobotovych recalls:
"But when they took a closer look at
Vanavara area by the Institute of
Mineral Geochemistry and Physics of the ashes" he said, "they noticed several
Kiev, attached to the Ukrainian Aca minute black grains with dull luster and
Combined competition-boys 14-18 demy of Sciences. Prof. E. Sobotovych, uneven surface."
(Ihor Chuma trophy): Marko Gudziak head of the institute's Department of
Under the microscope. Dr. Soboto
("Sokil" Syracuse), Roman Zarowsky Nuclear Geochemistry and Space Che vych went on, the tiny fragments re
(Toronto KLK) and Alex Bohatiuk mistry, said in an interview with the sembled an opaque, dark-colored form
("Sokil," Syracuse).
Moscow daily that the discovery could of diamond known as carbonado. On
. Combined competition-girls 14-18 be related only to the fall of the Tung` the hardness scale of minerals, the
(Jaroslaw Rubel trophy): Ruta Jaciw uska meteorite, as the perplexing 1908 strange particles left scratches on
(Toronto KLK), Olenka Ciolko (New event has long been known.
corundum, the second hardest material,
York KLK) and Christine Kassaraba
According to the scientist, a field and were thus shown to be diamond, the
(Plast, Cleveland).
party of the Ukrainian institute working hardest natural substance.
The particles, the scientists reasoned,
The team scoring in the meet was: in the area of the Siberian explosion had
New York KLK-91; Toronto KLK- collected peat from layers presumed to could have been produced only at
80'/V, "Sokil," Syracuse-73'Л; Plast, have been formed in 1908. The peat was ultrahigh pressures, as in the collision of
Cleveland-34, Rochester 14; Ukrainian burned in a furnace designed for the celestial bodies or deep within the earth.
Ski Club, Philadelphia-13; and Plast, investigation, and the ashes were sub Diamonds produced in this way are
jected to detailed analysis.
brought up by the eruption of a volcanic
Detroit-7,
From the start, the scientists identi pipe leading to the surface.
Some 130 persons attended the
awards dinner. Among the guests was fied carbon 14, a radioactive form of
Although diamond-bearing pipes
Tamara Orlowsky and her daughter, carbon that is made high in the atmos have been identified, and are being
Dzvinka. The dinner was emceed by phere by the impact of cosmic rays and mined, 400 miles to the northeast, no
is used for dating geological and arche- such formations or any other explo
Ihor Chuma.
ological materials.
sions of terrestrial origin are known to
The presence of carbon 14 was inter have occurred in the Vanavara area.
Wrong date
preted as evidence of the celestial origin
This left only one conclusion. Dr.
Prof. Bohdan Rubchak, of the Uni of the material. Moreover, the per
versity of Illinois, Chicago Circle, will centage level of radioactive carbon in Sobotovych said, that "the diamonds
entered
the peat as a result of the fall of
deliver his lecture at the University of the peat ashes, the scientists, said,
Toronto on Friday, March 31, and not enabled them to estimate the amount of the Tunguska meteorite." He expressed
that fell to earth in June the hope that the find would help shed
February 2d as reported in The Weekly celestial matter
:
least: light on the mystery that has eluded
,wf iMarote 2.'Ms apologiiWvfQF, the 1908: 'I hcy catculated that it wasat
:,
crmtj-ШіЛ, . аіійкйг(С Ч-теЧь. -.V"i'V r 4,`000tons: -Л'^– -– Ь -- ' `` ` ``'"'"- -'resolution lor decades-. ruthftvA /id
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Receives doctorate in zoology

BELMAR, N.J. - Michael William
Lytwyn of Belmar, N.J., formerly of
NEW YORK, N.Y. - Stylized ani pattern is first applied in wax and the lrvington, N.J., received his doctorate
mals, floral arrangements, crosses and egg is then dipped into dye. The process in zoology, specializing in marine
intricately designed geometric patterns is repeated for each color, progressing biology'from the University of North
shimmer in a multitude of brilliant from the lightest to the darkest hues. In Carolina.
Dr. Lytwyn graduated from Newark
colors and present one of the most the final stage, the wax is melted off and
stunning forms of Ukrainian folk art - the egg shallacked. The result - a Academy, Livingston, N.J., in 1967.
He is a graduate of Franklin and
brilliant multicolored pysanka is dis
the pysanka.
Marshall College, Lancaster, Pa.,
The exhibit, titled "Pysanka and its played with pride.
where
he received his A.B. in biology in
Symbols," opened at the Ukrainian
Scheduled for Sunday, March 9, at 3
Museum here, on Saturday, March 8, p.m., is a lecture by Mrs. Osadca titled 1971.
Dr. Lytwyn was a professor in the
and continues through June 1. On "Pysanka - Its Ritual and Symbol."
display are 300 pysanky from the Admission is S2 for adults, for students biology department of St. Peter's
private collection of Tanya Osadca, a and senior citizens — SI.50; children College in Jersey. City, N.J., from
September 1977 to February 1979. He
collector for over 20 years. Accom under 12 and members - free.
panying the exhibit is a comprehensive
Demonstrations and workshops in is a member of Sigma Xi.
Since 1979 he has been a marine
catalogue prepared by Mrs. Osadca.
the art of making pvsankv are scheduled
The custom of decorating eggs in for March 15, 16," 22, 23. 29, 30 and biologist in the research and develop
celebration of the rebirth of nature April 12-13. During the demonstrations ment department of Hartz Mountain
during the spring season dates back to and workshops, the award-winning Corporation of Harrison, N.J.
He is married to Beverly Bubie of
pagan times. With the advent of Chris film, "Pysanka: The Glorious Egg," by
tianity, customs associated with the Slawko Nowytski, will be shown. For Poestenkill, N.Y.
He and his parents. Mr. and Mrs.
decorated egg were adapted to. Chris information and reservations interested
tian tradition and the pysanka became persons should call the museum at (212) Michael Lytwyn, are members of UNA
Branch 272.
Dr. MichaeL,W. Lytwyn
permamently associated with Easter. 228-0110.
On Easter morning, the pysanka was
On March 1, the museum also opened
given as a present to children, family an exhibit of Ukrainian folk art from
members and friends to be kept year- the Carpathian Mountains.
UCCA executive officers meet
round as a talisman.
Also being shown at this time are 14
(Continued from page 1)
Batik is the most common technique complete costumes from various re
The letters were in favor and against
used for decorating Easter eggs. The gions of Ukraine.
the resolutions, including a declaration
Prof. Dobriansky sent a letter to of the UCCA member-organizations in
President Jimmy . Carter pledging the Ukrainian press. In the discussion
UCCA support of the president's effort on this topic the following took part:
to free the American hostages in Iran, Dr. Bohdan Hnatiuk, Dr. Peter
NEW YORK, N.Y. - In an effort to and a bandura solo. In order to make the boycott of the Summer Olympics in Stercho, Stephania Bukshowany, Ed
propagate Ukrainian culture in the the concert program more interesting Moscow and the Soviet invasion of ward Popil, Prof. John Teluk, Lew
Futala, Dr. Roman Maksymovych,
academic community of Columbia and enjoyable for the audience, all Afghanistan.
Askold Lozynskyj, John O. His,
University, the Barnard-Columbia performances will be interwoven into a
With the increased deterioration of
Dri;
Alexander Bilyk; Ivan Oleksyn, Dr.
Ukrainian Club will sponsor a Ukraini play, written and directed by members U:S.-Soviet" relations, the problem of
an Day on the university campus, which of the club, with'the various acts being the non-Russian nations in the USSR Roman Baranowsky, Dmytro Hryhorchuk, Slava Rubel, Dr. Maria Kwitwill be held Friday, April 18. The an integral element in the play.
will become increasingly relevant and
From 9 p.m. to I a.m. a dance will be the UCCA should take advantage of the kowsky, Anthony Dragan and Prof.
program will begin at approximately 4
p.m. Friday afternoon and will continue held in the auditorium with music by the situation while being alert to the activi Dobriansky.
Some of the discussants demanded
until 1 a.m. that evening. It will be held "Iskra" band from New York. In addi ties of the Russian emigration in the'
in the Earl Hall Auditorium, a popular tion, throughout the day, Ukrainian United States which denigrates the im rejection of the resolutions, others
foods
will
be
available
both
for
sam
defended
them and still others proposed
campus center for student events and
portance of the non-Russian peoples
pling and for sale.
activities.
and their aspirations to freedom and in a moderate line toward a compromise.
After the discussion it was decided to
Although the main objective of this
From 4:30 to 6:30 p.m., an exhibit of event is to increase awareness of Ukrai dependence. He mentioned an article by hold a joint session of the presidiums of
Ukrainian arts and crafts will take nian presence in the university com columnist Michael Novak in defense of the Executive Committee and the Na
place, with prominent Ukrainian artists munity, the club will need support from Ukraine and the Ukrainian people. Dr. tional Council in order to prepare the
and also members of the Barnard- the Ukrainian community as well. The Dobriansky's own article on the expan agenda of the National Council meeting
Columbia Ukrainian Club exhibiting club invites all Ukrainians in the metro sion of the list of the captive nations and further review this matter.
appeared in the conservative publica
their works from 6:30 to 8 p.m.
politan area to attend the Ukrainian tion, the National Review.
Mrs. Rubel reported briefly on her
A concert program will be held Day at Columbia University. Members
visit of the Ukrainian community in
featuring a Ukrainian dance ensemble, of other Ukrainian student groups are
The UCCA president also reported
Australia and about their cultural and
a Ukrainian church choir, vocal acts also welcome.
on the Washington, D.C, observance
social life. She also brought to the
of the 62nd anniversary of Ukraine's
Ukrainian community in America
independence at the Capitol reception
greetings and blessing of the Ukrainian
and in the U.S.. Congress, where the
Catholic Bishop Ivan Prasko.
Veiy Rev. Frank Estocin of the Ukrai
nian Orthodox Church delivered a
Mr. Bazarko additionally reported
special prayer.
on a number of other pertinent matters,'
such as the visits of Sviatoslav and Nina
Dr. Dobriansky also spoke on the Karavansky to the Ukrainian com
necessity of outlining special guidelines munities in the United. States; the
for the Ukrainian Information Bureau observances of the January 22 anniver
in Washington, and reported on his saries in Washington, Albany and other
participation in the January 22 obser communities; a proposal of Mr. Hryvance in New Haven, Conn.
horchuk on the work the National
Ulana Diachuk, UCCA treasurer, Economic Council; the question of a
presented a financial report on the fund- new director of the Ukrainian Informa
raising campaign for 1979 stating that tion Bureau in Washington and other
the Ukrainian National Fund brought a problems.
Mr. Billinsky, as chairman of the
total of 5166,623.64. She also provided
statistical data on how these funds were preparatory committee for'the XIHth
collected by the UCCA branches. She UCCA Congress, spoke briefly on the
especially underscored that in the past work of the committee.
year collections for the Ukrainian
It was decided to issue special state
Information Bureau in Washington ments on the 30th anniversary of the
were inadequate and expressed the death of Gen. Roman Shukhevychhope that these contributions will be Taras Chuprynka and on the 50th
considerably higher in the current year. anniversary of the destruction of the
The works of Ukrainian artist Adrianna Lysak of Montreal, Que., will be displayed
Liberation of
at the Old Brasserie in Lachine, Que., March 11-16, and at the Ukrainian Institute
In turn, Ivan Bazarko, UCCA Association for the
of America in New York City on March 22. Ms. Lysak will also speak about her art administrative director, reviewed cor Ukraine (SVU) by the Soviet regime in
at the Old Brasserie on thefirstday of the exhibit. Recently, the artist unveiled a respondence regarding the resolutions Ukraine.
Also, it was decided to issue an appeal
new oil painting depicting puppeteer-dancer Sony a Gural as an Oriental dancer. In adopted at the session of the.UCCA
the photo above, taken at the artist's studio, Ms. Lysak (left) shows the painting to National Council,held on December 15,. on the occasion of the 30th anniversary
journalist and photographer Taras Hukalo and Mrs. Gural. Mrs. Gural hie 1979, which evoked controversy among of the Ukrainian Academy of A m and
XV.V.VAV.V.
,niodeiwlw,Mv.vWw , ?eY^ a AvPK'/^.
- --.'v.`. -i ,v. ЧЬт I t l r а р і я м и n r m i n i , a h n n t
. Srirw^i in the iTmt^rf Statin,
i`.

Students to stage Ukrainian Day at Columbia

Montreal artist readies exhibit
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Obituary
Michael lapczynski, 79
WESLACO, Texas. - A memorial
service was held here Thursday, Feb
ruary 28, in the chapel at the John Knox
Village retirement home for Michael
Lapczynski, 79, also known as Mike L.
Michael. He passed away Monday,
February 25, in Weslaco after a long
illness. Ukrainian Orthodox services
are planned for next Memorial Day
when his ashes will be interred in Attica,
Ohio.
Mr. Lapczynski was bora in October
1900 in the Peremyshl region of
Ukraine. He was the second son in a
family of seven children whose father
was Stephan Lapczynski, a carpenter
and farmer. His mother was Catherine
Zwir-Lapczynski.
He emigrated to Canada in 1929 and
was a barber in Montreal where he lived
for 26 years, becoming a Canadian
citizen. In 1955 he entered the United
States and became an American citizen
in 1960 in Cleveland, Ohio, where he
worked as a barber at the Cleveland
Hopkins Airport. Following his retire
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Riverhead dancers prep
for appearances

RIVERHEAD, NY. - The Ukrai
nian Folk Dancers of Riverhead, N.Y.,
which are sponsored by UNA Branch
256, resumed dance lessons on Friday,
March 7. The lessons are held Fridays at
7 p.m. in the hall of St. John the Baptist
Ukrainian Catholic Church here.
The dance group was organized in
July 1978 and has since performed at
the branch's two annual dinner-dances.
It has also performed at the Middle
Island Country Club for another func
tion and at the International Folk
Dance Festival at the Jamesport Com
munity Center. On Sunday, May 4, the
He is survived by his wife, Ruth Group will perform at the Suffolk
Michael of Weslaco. He also leaves a County. Community. College and on
daughter, Maria Perwenis, who lives in Saturday, May 10, a Ukrainian pro
Taborzec, Poland, with her mother gram will be held at the Moose Lodge
Kateryna Lapczynski. Mrs. Perwenis here.
has four sons and a grandson. Also
surviving are cousins, Andrew Semenak
and Nastia Bashtanyk of Montreal;
brothers Oleksa Lapczynski of France
JENKINTOWN, Pa. -Thebusiness
and James Lapczynski of Taborzec,
Poland, as well as a sister Eva Krupnik division and admissions office of Man
or Junior College here is sponsoring a
in Ukraine.
seminar for high school business tea
chers, "Trends for Women in the World
of Business in the `80s," on Tuesday,
March 18, at 3:30 p.m. The рифове of
this seminar is to update the business
Martha Korduba, who is among the faculty of area high schools on the
UNA's youngest organizers, ranked
third with 26 new members.

ment in 1964 he moved to Texas.
For nearly 20 years Mr. Lapczynski
was an active member of the Ukrainian
National Association in Montreal, a
member of the Taras Shevchenko
Ukrainian Reading Society there and
other organizations. He was a sub
scriber to Svoboda and The Ukrainian
Weekly since 1955. In Montreal he was
a member of the Ukrainian Catholic
Church and in Cleveland ne joined St.
Vladimir's
Ukrainian
Orthodox
Church.

(Continued from page I)

The Chicago District, chaired by
Michael Soroka, ranked third with 197
new members, while the Toronto Dis
trict came in fourth with 184 members.
Bond an Zorych is chairman of the
Toronto District and Theodore Woloshyn is the field organizer respon
sible for the district. Mr. Woloshyn
organized 105 new members in 1979.
The Cleveland District with 149 new
members came in fifth during the jubilee
campaign. Ivan Fur is the chairman of
the district and the most successful
organizer in the. Geveland area was
Michael Kihiczak, secretary of Branch
240, who organized 47 new members
which earned him first place among
branch secretaries.
Walter Hawrylak, chairman of the
Rochester District and secretary of
Branch 316, was second among secreta
ries with 43 new members and Roman
Tatarsky, chairman of the Detroit
District and secretary of Branch 94, was
third with 41 new members.
Kvitka Steciuk, secretary of Branch
25 and a long-time Soyuz activist, was
first among female organizers with 37
new members. Supreme Advisor Tekla
Moroz, secretary of Branch 465, and
Alexandra. Dolnycky, secretary of
Branch 434, tied for second place with
30 new members.
Vf w

-

^

w

Seventy-nine secretaries organized at
least 10 new members each in 1979.
The Organizing Department also
extended its thanks for a job well done
to the following UNA activists who
have consistently organized new mem
bers: Michael Semkiw, secretary of
Branch 379 in Chicago; Mr. Hawrylak,
Mrs. Dolnycky, Mr. Kusznir, Mr.
Tarnawsky and Iwan Dankiwsky, presi
dent of Branch 375.

Chornovil urges...
(( ontinucd from page 2)

co-participants in this creation and, at
least symbolically (in light of isolation
in concentration camps, prisons and in
exile), its members or sympathizers.
"At the moment of the writing of this
statement I ask to be considered a
declared member of the Ukrainian
Helsinki group with the granting of the
right to sign collective documents
coordinated with me and to appear
individually as a member of the group in
questions relating to the defense of
human and national rights. For the
period of my exile and possible new
imprisonment...I consider myself a
member of the Ukrainian Helsinki
group who is on a journalistic mission
for the purpose of bringing to light the
conditions in places of exile.
"I call on other repressed Ukrainian
patriots to support the brutally perse
cuted Ukrainian Helsinki group
through statements of solidarity or to
proclaim their membership in it (openly
or in secret)."

the circumstances surrounding the case
were kept secret and surmised that the
false witnesses were guaranteed anony
mity. All this, he wrote, convinced him
lability of the person is absent on the that Horbal was not guilty.
part of the authorities in regard to
dissidents. They (the authorities) can do
"The guilty ones are those who
whatever they wish with them."
detained and arrested him, those who
"The arbitrariness applied to Ukrai secretly testified against him. and those
nian dissidents needs for its realization who organized this loathesome provo
tens and even hundreds of persons who cation against Horbal," Stus wrote.
are made co-participants of administra
"Therefore, I demand: that the per
tive punishment, therefore, this arbitra
riness results in mass demoralization of sons responsible for his arrest and
the society. It is understood what cynical slander be brought to justice,"
danger this society's ethical health he said.
experiences. Each arrest of this type
"As witnesses at this trial I name:
recruits entire mobs of frightened silent
persons and an army of perjurers," he Horbal himself and his wife Alia Marchenko, Pavlo and Olha Stokotelny,
warned.
Stus also noted that Horbal's trial Svitliana Kyrychenko and Vasyl Stus,
was held behind closed doors and that friends of M. Horbal."

THE UKRAINIAN MUSEUM
203 Second Avenue. New York. N.Y. m Tel.: (212) 228-0110

"PYSANKA AND ITS SYMBOLS"
March 8 -June 1
Program scheduled during "Pysanka and its Symbols" exhibit

PYSANKY WORKSHOP
Workshops for Adults

March 15,23. April 12

Workshops tor Children

Lecture: "Pysanka, its Symbols and Rituals" given by Mrs. TANYA OSADSA - March 8 8 9
For information call 228-0110
Demonstrations in the art of making pysanky on March 2 9 A 30 during regular Museum Hours
Museum Hours: Wednesday through Sunday 1:00 - 5:00

sssssssssssssssssssssssssssssa
H E L P WANTED
івдд n-r^^-n-(r-n-ir-ff-ff-n-ff-n-ff-n-P-n-n п я в,ачгчі-и-п-п-п-п–

DAY PORTER
WANTED
FULL TIME. ALL BENEFITS. PENSION PUN, LIFE INSURANCE, ETC. SALARY NEGOTIABLE.
Apply in person.,
,;,. „ ,
UKRAINIAN NATIONAL. URBAN RENEWAL CORP... . . . . .,

-`Goedeafnmf-potential and^all benefits.'

u ц ц - аиййімйіаійй

March 16.22, April 13

Two Session per day: 9:30 S 1:30. m fee 510.00 - Adults. WOO - Members. Children under 12 - free
All supplies provided by The Ukrainian Museum
Reservations call: 228-0110

FOR TRAINING
AS FRATERNAL INSURANCE SALESMEN

\-.і1.^Г.А--:у-'.У.

Featured speakers in the fields of
education and business, as well as some
returning student, were enlisted to give
their perspectives on the subject.
Teachers may register by calling (215)
885-2360 ext. 18.

(Continued from page 2)
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opportunities available to students in
the future.

Stus protests...

THE UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
;
is looking
for College Seniors and Graduates

ц : ц dagSJgiJ І^авйй

JOIN THE UNA

Manor to host high school business teachers

Wilkes-Barre, Shamokin districts...
The Philadelphia District, the peren
nial winner in the category of total new
members organized in one year, again
tops the list with 453 new members.
Second place went to the New York
District with 251 new members. The
district is chaired by Supreme Advisor
Mykola Chomanczuk, secretary of
, Branch 5, who organized 26 members.

Persons, starting from the age of 5
wishing to learn
Ukrainian
folk
dancing are invited to participate. The
branch provides the costumes as well as
social activities for the participants.
The instructors are Paula Bochonko
and Joseph Smindak Jr. For further
information interested persons should
contact Cyril M. Bezkorowajny, branch
secrecty, at (516) 878-1242, or William
Nedoszytko, branch president, at (516)
298-8063.
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A view from England
(C ontinurd frum page 7)

political campaigns — regardless of the
party. Especially with the upcoming
elections, the need for help in the
various campaigns will be great.
SUSTA could play a vital role in
coordinating the activities. These sorts
of activities will pay off politically in the
long run. The time to be timid is over.
The time has come for us to stop talking
to ourselves. Most Ukrainians are well
aware of the problems we face; the
average American is not.
An American colleague involved in
foreign service asked me recently in
quite colloquial English whether the
Ukrainians would ever "get their act
together."
"Most of your organizations and
groups seem to postulate almost archaic
political philosophies. They come in
here preaching all of this. Cold War
rhetoric, allying themselves with Tai
wan, South Korea and all the right-wing
dictatorships and constantly stabbing
each other in the back. I sometimes
wonder on whose side they really are
and whether they've realized that this is
1980."
Although I personally find his analy
sis a bit harsh and superficial, I do feel
that his point is well taken. As Ukraini
ans, we have to realize that most
American policy-makers do not hold
the dismemberment of the Soviet em
pire as their most cherished ideal. Most
foreign service officers leave Tufts and
Georgetown sincerely believing in
detente, peaceiul coexistence and the
rest of that rubbish (although the
Afghanistan episode may change this).
The point is that they are in positions of
power while Ukrainians are left out.

Why aren't Ukrainians taking foreign
service examinations by the hundreds?
For a community of our size to have but
a handful of people working on Capitol
Hill or at Foggy Bottom is simply
appalling. Instead of trying to get into
the system that counts — the American
— we're too busy in power plays within
the Ukrainian system, arguing whether
the General Secretariat of the new
State . Center is to have 10 or 11
ministers.
In the 1920s Khvyliovy
realized,
albeit too late, that Ukraine's course of
action had to be "away from Moscow."
It seems to me that the rallying cry of
Ukrainian youth today has to be "away
from petty old-time politics." The
idealism, the desire to work simply for
the Ukrainian cause, seems to have been
lost amid the scramble for so-called
"power" positions within the Ukrainian
community. The task of young genera
tions is to leave all that behind and to
forge a new role for Ukrainians in
America within the American political
system — ethnically aware Ukrainians
with an American face.
We are indeed fortunate to have been
able to amass in such numbers in
America — the land of ethnics. We
could be picking bananas in Paraguay
or fighting a centuries-old class system
in England. If we refuse to abandon the
ghetto mentality, Ukraine will have
missed a golden opportunity. Others
have done it — so can we.
John P. Hewko, of Clarkston, Mich.,
is a graduate student at Oxford Univer
sity in England, where he is pursuing a
master's degree in East European stu
dies and international relations on a
Marshall Scholarship.
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Young UNA'ers

Erik Michael Szerenga Cuevas became

the youngest member of UNA Branch Tamara Anastasia Syby, at IS months
331 in Millville, N.J., thanks to his as cute as any child, was recently
mother Olha, who, as assistant secre enrolled into UNA's Branch 170 by her
tary of the branch, made certain that her mother Anastasia with the happy con
sent of her proud father William.
son has a UNA certificate.

NO PLACE LIKE SOYUZIVKA!

SOYUZIVKA
BEAUTIFUL ESTATE OF THE UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASS'N
IN THE ROLLING CATSKILLS NEAR KERHONKSON, N.Y.

Joan Maria and Nina Marandino not only increased the membership of UNA
Branch 347 in Millville, N.J.. but embellished it as well. Protection in higher
amount was taken out for the young ladies by their mother Valentyna.

ATTENTION ST0RE0WNERS
Now available from one source

It's the best place to be for a sunny, enjoyable vacation!
Make your reservations now -

lor a week, or two. or three

EiQUisite natural surrounding, renovated rooms, home made recipes. 8 tennis courts,
volleyball courts, Olympic яге swimming pool, entertainment, sports, special weekend concert
piograms

Tennis Camp
JUNE 2 1 to JULY 2. 1980
BOYS and GIRLS age 12 18

KRAKUS
Food products imported from Poland

INTERNATIONAL FOODS
DISTRIBUTORS

Brooklyn, N.Y. 11222
(212) 383-1533

Children's Camp
(FOR YOUNGSTERS age 7 to 11)
BOYS - JUNE 2 1 to JULY 5. 1 9 8 0
GIRLS - JULY 5 to JULY 19. 1 9 8 0

Ukrainian Cultural Courses
JULY 20 to AUGUST 9. 1980

Folk Dance Workshop
AUGUST 10 to AUGUST 23. 1980

Name Address
KRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION ESTATE

David Raymond Kochanskyj recently
became a member of UNA Branch 256
in Riverhead, N.Y. David is 9 years
old and is a founding member of the
Ukrainian Folk Dancers of Riverhead,
which is sponsored by the branch. The
proud parents are Lubomir and Bonnie
Kochanskyj. David is the grandson of
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New Ukrainian settlement flourishes in Florida
by Sen. Paul Yuzyk
Thousands of Ukrainian tourists
from. Canada and the United States
have visited the "fountain of youth" in
Warm Mineral Springs, Fla., 90 miles
south of Tampa. For many, bathing and
swimming in these healing waters, with
a constant temperature of 87 degrees F,
has pured or reduced the pain of arthri
tis and rheumatism, and still for others
it has strengthened their health. The
tourists have inherited these curative
waters from the Indians who for several
thousand years treated their sick and
their wounded here.
The fountain of youth was sought
here at the beginning of the 16th century
by Ponce de Leon, the first Spanish
governorm the new world. The mineral
springs, which flow from the bowels of
the earth at a rate of some 6,000 gallons
per minute, attract a variety of people,
but mainly those of European origin,
who themselves have benefltted from
similar spas in Eastern Europe, includ
ing Ukraine.
Despite the fact that Ukrainians have
been visiting Warm Mineral Springs for
some 20 years, organized Ukrainian
community life only began in 1975,
when several families from the United
States and Canada settled in this area.
Some of these first pioneers who
promoted initial activities were: Mrs.
Sych-Stefurak and her son Taras, Mr.
and Mrs. Wolodymyr Tymoszenko,
Mr. and Mrs. Yuri Holowko, all from
Canada, and Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Riznyk, and Mr. and Mrs. Wasyl
Chubaty from the United States.
At the first organizing meeting, Mr.
Riznyk was elected president of the
Ukrainian civic association. Shortly
afterwards, tho organization was in
corporated as St. Andrew's Religious
and Cultural Center, by state charter,
with the status of a non-profit organiza
tion. Donations are income-tax de
ductible in the United States. The main
objective was to build an ecumenical
hall and church which would serve all
Ukrainians in this area.

Metropolitan Lubachivsky honored
the community with his presence and by
celebrating a Divine Liturgy
Hub of life

The newly built church hall that serves Ukrainians of all faiths near North Port,
Fla.
The first Liturgy was conducted by ally headed by Mykola Semeniuk of
the Rev. Bohdan Ostapowych of To Hamilton, Ont., and then by Adam
ronto. Other priests of Ukrainian Babych of Toronto. It was decided first
churches have also celebrated Liturgies. to build a church hall with adequate kit
The center was subsequently visited by chen facilities which would be used for
Metropolitan Mstyslav Skrypnyk in church services as well as for cultural
1977, Metropolitan Andrew Metiuk and community activities.
from Winnipeg in 1978 and Metropoli
The building plan, submitted by Mr.
tan Lubachivsky from Philadelphia in Babych, was adopted and the estimate
1979.
of construction costs was given at some
594,780. David Ross, the contractor,
completed the building according to
Purchase property
plan in only a three-month period. The
With steadily growing numbers of hall has a capacity of some 250 with a
Ukrainians settling in the area, it was large modern kitchen and an extra
decided in 1976 to buy property with the room for priests and for executive
aim of eventually building a Ukrainian meetings.
On December 13, 1979, the day of St.
hall and church. Negotiations with the
General Development Corporation Andrew the patron, over 200 people
resulted in the purchase of 5.25 acres of participated in the opening festivities of
land on Biscayne Drive in North Port, the new church hall. The hall was
adjacent to Warm Mineral Springs. Our blessed by the Rev. Melnyk and by the
intervention finalized the price of Rev. Adamiak. The mayor of North
S21,500 for this plot which was paid in Port, Margaret Gentle, herself of
Slovak descent, along with this writer
December of 1977.
On April 23, 1978, with many mem officially opened the new hall by cutting
bers and guests in attendance, this the blue-and-yellow ribbon.
After the Divine Liturgy, during the
parcel of land was blessed by the Rev.
Stephen Adamiak .(Catholic) and the banquet, greetings were expressed by
Rev. Wolodymyr Melnyk (Orthodox). American and Ukrainian community
The group then began making plans leaders. Local newspapers carried
for the construction of a church hall. A articles and photos of the opening of the
building committee was elected initi new hall. On December 29, 1979,

This new church hall, the hub of
Ukrainian cultural and religious life in
North Port and Warm Mineral Springs,
is the mark of a new community which
has great possibilities for the future
Ukrainians from different parts of
Canada and the United States believe
that the best possible way of serving
their respective countries is on the basis
of ecumenism and united action,
because strength lies in unity. These
people believe that the best possible way
of serving the Ukrainian nation and
coming to its aid in the struggle for
independence and statehood is to work
together, in the spirit of the abovementioned principles, and at the same
time show their adopted countries that
Ukrainians, through their culture and
religion, are and will remain a positive
and vibrant element.
We have been visiting this locality for
the past 10 years, coming to healthful
waters of Warm Mineral Springs twice
a year for three weeks, once at Christ
mas and once at Easter. We have taken
a great liking to this area, and as a
result, in 1976, we built a home here. We
have become actively involved in the
community life. This writer is honorary
president of the center and his wife is
chairwoman of the building fund.
Presently, Ukrainians own more than
100 homes and several hundred lots of
land. They understand the importance
of community life and are becoming
active members of the center. The new
church hall gives the center unlimited
possibilities of expanding community
work.
The community, presently number
ing over 200 people, is growing rapidly.
In the near future it will undertake the
building of a new church and also a
senior citizens home. The people here
have created a new and better life for
themselves and a little paradise for
Ukrainians.

Apopka Ukrainians mentioned
in Florida historical magazine
APOPKA, Fia. - The Ukrainian
community here was mentioned in
several articles published in the Feb
ruary edition of The Decade, a Florida
historical magazine.
In a growth report article titled
"Apopka Booming Again," the writer
mentioned that the Ukrainian settle
ment here is unique because it was the
first of several ethnic groups to move
into the area.
Among the first Ukrainian residents
of Apopka was Rose Kowalchuk, said
the article. Mrs. Kowalchuk, according
to the article, urged her family to
purchase land in Apopka in 1960.
The Lake McCoy Oaks development,

the area around which the Ukrainian
community has grown, was the brain
child of Joe Abrams and Stephen
Kowalchuk. In 1972 they incorporated
the development of 525 prime wooded
acres by the lake.
In December 1973, Walter Demianczuk, a Canadian builder, joined the
partnership. Mr. Demianczuk brought
his building expertise to Florida and in
1978 he founded and helped build the
Ukrainian religious and cultural center.
The Decade is a guideline to the
history of Apopka in the 1970s. In 1982
Apopka will mark its 100th anniversary
and the Ukrainian community here
expects to be featured in a book about
the town's centennial.

METROPOLITAN NEW YORK and NEWARK
functioning under sponsorship of

COMMITTEE

SHEVCHENKO SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY
and
VKRA IN IA N ACADEMY OF ARTS A SCIENCES
has the honor of inviting you to the

1

JUBILEE

BANQUET
on the ocassion of

THE 80th ANNIVERSARY

of

PROF. DR. VOLODYMYR KUBIJOVYCH
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SOYUZIVKA TAKES
A VACATION!

Editor-in-Chief of
THE UKRAINIAN ENCYCLOPAEDIA

DUE TO EMPLOYEES HOLIDAYS,
THE UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASS'N ESTATE
WILL BE CLOSED DURING MARCH.

to be held
Saturday, March 22. 1980
at the
Ukrainian National Home
140 Second Avenue, New York City

See You in
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Illustration by Z. Onyshkevych

A modern story
by Roman Zawadowycz
Once upon a time, there lived an old
man and an old woman, who had one
son. His name ч `as Ivasyk-Telesyk, but
they ca'led him Johnny-Honey. When
Johnny-Honey had grown up a bit, he
said to the old man:
"Fatiier, buy me a motor-boat, and
maybe an electric fishing rod, too, that
catches fish all by itself. I'll go fishing,
and sell the fish, and put the money in a
bank."
"Okay," said the old man, and bought
the boat and the fishing rod, JohnnyHoney sailed out on the lake, swinging
his fishing rod proudly. At noon his old
mother came to the edge of the lake and
called in a gentle, silvery tone:
"Johnny-Honey, bring your boat to
shore, to me. It's your mother, and I've
brought you some hot dogs."
Johnny heard his mother's voice and
brought the boat in to shore. There he
ate the hot dogs and drank.some
Coca-Cola. And then sailed away again
to fish some more.
In the rushes by the side of the lake an
evil lady dragon was sunbathing, trying
to cure her rheumatism. She heard
everything that mother and son had said.
"You just wait," she thought. "I'll
catch you and eat you."
The next day she came to the edge of
the lake and called in her terrible hoarse
voice,
"Johnny-Honey, bring your boat to
shore, to me. It's your mother, and I've
brought you some hot dogs."
Johnny shook his head.
"That's not my dear mother's voice.
And my mother promised to bring me
some french-fried potatoes today, a
whole bagful."
And he started the engine and moved
away even further from shore. The
dragon lady went to a factory that made
tape recorders, and said:
"Mister, please record for me J,he
voice of Johnny-Honey's mother when
she comes to the lake at noon to call her
son to lunch. 1 like her voice very
much."
The man taped the voice of Johnny's
mother.
On the third day, at noon, the dragon
lady came to the lake with a batteryoperated tape recorder and pushed the
"on" button. And from the loudspeaker
came the silvery voice of the old lady,
saying:
"Johnny-Honey, bring your boat to
shore, to me. It's your mother, and I've
brought you a whole bag of crisp
french-fries."
"That's my dear mother's voice,"
thought Johnny, and brought his boat
in to shore. But as soon as he got out he
saw that he was in trouble, for the
dragon lady jumped out from behind
some bushes. Johnnv.ranawavasfastas

his legs would go, and climbed a high
old birch tree.
"You jussst sstay there," hissed the
dragon lady. "You'll feel my nails yet.
Yesterday the dentist gave me such nice,
strong iron teeth that I can chew right
through the tree."
And she began to gnaw at the tree
until sparks flew in all directions.
Johnny looked down from the highest
branch, and first he was ail hot, then
cold, from fear. What could he do to
save his life?
Suddenly he heard a jet approaching.
Johnny waved and shouted:
"Pilot, oh pilot, save me. Take me on
your wings, bring me to my mother and
fatherr
The pilot looked back and said:
"It would be very inconvenient for me
to pick you up. Ask my friend, who's
behind me."
And indeed, soon another plane came
by, with propellers humming. Johnny
cried:
"Pilot, oh pilot, save me. Take me on
your wings, bring me to my father and
mother, or Г1І perish here."
The pilot pointed behind him and
said:
"I can't. Let my friend who's behind
me take you."
Johnny-Honey looked and saw a
helicopter approaching. Meanwhile`the
birch tree was cracking, one more
minute and it would fall...
"Pilot, oh pilot, save me! Take me on
your wing, bring me to my father and
mother!"
The helicopter came closer, let down
a rope, and Johnny climbed up out of
the tree. Then the copter carried
Johnny to his father and mother. Back
on the ground the dragon lady started to
chase them. First she took a train, then
she transferred to a bus. But the heli
copter was much faster, and she
couldn't catch up. She came upon a
rocket launcher at the edge of the ocean.
"Mr. Engineer, don't ask any ques
tions, just put me in that rocket and
launch me toward that helicopter. I
must catch it!"
The engineer didn't think long, but
put the dragon lady inside the rocket
and BOOM! - the rocket went off in a
cloud of fire and smoke. It whistled and
it roared, and it roared right past the
helicopter, entered the blue sky, and
only stopped when it reached the moon.
BANG!
The rocket expoded into a million
pieces, and nobody saw the wicked
dragon lady again. Only a black splotch
on the moon remains to show where she
came down.
Meanwhile, the helicopter brought
Johnny-Honey home, and landed in the
(Continued on page IS).
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One day, Taras Shevchenko was
strolling along a street amid white
houses and amid fragrant and green
gardens. As he was strolling, he won
dered about his native land, his Uk
raine, which he compared to a little bird
locked in a cage, struggling to be freed.
The enemy does not allow his country
any freedom. The fight for freedom
must continue, the shackles of slavery
must be broken, he thought.
As he walked, he thought about
freedom. He thought how important it
is for everyone and everything - for
people, for plants, and even for the
smallest insect.
All of a sudden, he saw two boys
chasing a small kitten. The little kitten
recognized the danger that it was in and
desperately tried to escape, but its
strength did not hold up. It stopped in
the' middle of the street, helpless and
frightened.
The boys pounced on the kitten. One
was pulling it toward him, and his friend
the other way. The little kitten meowed
from pain.
"What do you have there?" asked
Shevchenko, pretending that he did not
see the kitten.
"We don't know yet," said the boys.
"We will take it home and find out."
Shevchenko shook his head. He
knew how mercilessly some children
behave with small animals.
"You would do better if you would
not take the cat anywhere. Just look at
it, how clean and plump it is. It pro
bably scampered off from its home and
mother, which are possibly nearby. The
little kitten will cry without its mother,"
said Shevchenko.
"Ah, what does it know, its only a
cat," the boys laughed.
Shevchenko did not laugh. He con
tinued to speak:
"It understands and knows that you
are doing it harm. And it has a little
heart that knows how to feel and cry.
And you, my friends, be kind to it. Do
not dp it any harm. Do not take its
freedom away. Let it go and it will dash

off to its mother. Would you be happy if
someone took you away from your
mother?"
The boys pondered for a few mo
ments.
"All right, let's let it go," said the
smaller boy looking at his bigger friend,
who was not yet ready to give in.
"We won't do it any harm. We want
to take it to our puppy and they will play
together," said the bigger boy.
"But that is exactly how you will
harm it," Shevchenko cried out. "The
dog will injure it. I know that children
innocently let dogs play with kittens.
And that is like death for it. It is cruel,
very cruel. Is it not better to free it?
Freedom is the greatest jewel for everyonel"
The boys heeded Shevchenko's words
and let the kitten go. When it skipped
over to a row of bushes, the head of a
full-grown cat emerged and lovingly
welcomed the little kitten. That was its
mother.
The kitten heard its mother's meow
and joyfully sqeaked. The mother licked
its little head and hid it in the bushes.
The boys saw this. They were happy
that they let the kitten go to its mother.
Shevchenko gave the boys some
candy and proceeded on his way amid
the white houses and the fragrant and
green gardens.

Kiev an Pecherska Lavra
In 1015 A.D., in the time of the reign
of Prince Volodymyr the Great, there
were 30 churches and monasteries in
Kiev. In 1917, a great fire destroyed
many of them. But Prince Yaroslav the
Wise rebuilt them and erected new
churches. One of the oldest is Lavra, the
Monastery of the Caves. At first Marion,
a pious monk, dwelt in a lonely cave in
the woods. This monk was famed for his
wisdom, and became the Archbishop of
Kiev. Later, Saint Antonius dwelt in
that cave, and many monks came from,
far and near and dug their caves around
him. Thus a cave monastery was cre
ated. Later, above and near the caves a
church, a monastery, and the first
pilgrim house in Ukraine were built.

The Lavra steeple was the highest in
Ukraine, and an old legend tells how it
was erected. There was a man called
Lavro and he had Ij brothers. They
all were anxious to construct a beautiful
church with a high steeple. They prayed
and fasted for three days, and then set to
work. But whatever they built during
the day sank into the ground during the
night. This went on for 12 years. Then
Lavro said,
"Let us finish."
So they built a dome and a cross. And
a miracle occured. During the night a
part of -the church rose out of the
ground. This happened for 12 nights,
until the church with its tail.steeple
(( "oijlinucd on. page .15) ч-.у; `JOi`
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T o d a y there are many means of
communication: telephone, radio, tele
vision, satellite, telegraph, etc. But, this
was not the case several centuries ago.
News was carried by people, and often it
was necessary to wait weeks or even
months for a bit of news to travel from
one country to another.
Sometimes an enemy would attack a
neighboring country unexpectedly, and
the people would find out about the
attack only after it was too late.
Ukraine often found itself in this
uncomfortable situation since it was
located near the Asian steppes. Many
Asian nomadic tribes attacked Ukraine
from there. One such tribe was the
Tatars. In the I2th century, they came
from the east and occupied the Krym
peninsula and the lands along the coast
of the Black and Ozov seas. For many,
many years, the Tatars attacked Ukrai
nians from their bases in the south.
It was not easy to defend oneself from
the Tatars. T h e y usually moved at
night, and during the day they would
hide in the -forests and swamps. From
the forests and swamps they would
launch surprise attacks upon villages
and towns. They looted settlements,
burned the buildings and killed or
captured people.
In order to defend themselves from
the raids of the Tatars, Ukrainian:,
formed their own army, the Kozaks.
Their main fortress, called "Sich," was
built on a large island in the Dnipro
River. The Kozaks provided protection
for Ukrainian lands for many years.
The boundary between the lands
inhabited by Ukrainians and those
occupied by the Tatars passed through
the uninhabited steppes. The Tatars
could advance unexpectedly and then
attack the settlements.
The Kozaks, however, invented a
method of informing the people that the
Tatars were near. In the steppes, they
built high towers of wood. At the top of

Ukrainian

(Continued from page 14)
appeared in ail its majestic beauty.
"God has done it," said the people,
"for otherwise it would have never been
possible to build such a high steeple."
I m m e d i a t e l y after the churc-h w a s
finished Lavroand,his'HI. brothers died
and were proclaimed' saints.
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HACHUBC
each tower was a platform on which a
barrel was placed. The barrel was filled
with tar and covered with straw. A
Kozak would always be on duty in each
of the towers. His function was to watch
carefully for approaching enemies.

REPLITON
YOKILOMA
APAMEZ

Under the tower there was a dug-oui
where three or four K o z a k s could
stay at a time. They would take turns
being lookouts on the tower.
The towers stood sevet.il miles away
from each other in the steppes. When a
lookout saw the enemy approaching, he
w o u l d J i g h t a fire, in the barre|1,pn'the
tower's platform. T h e b l a c k , ^ m o k e
could be seen easily during the day,
while the bright flames were clearly
visible during the night. When the
Kozaks at the other towers saw the
smoke or flames, they, too, would light
fires on their towers.
In this way, the news about ap
proaching danger would be spread
throughout the whole area. The news
would also reach the "Sich" where the
other Kozaks would prepare to defend
the country. The people, meanwhile,
would flee their villages and towns and
go into hiding.
The Tatar attacks on Ukraine lasted
for a period of about 500 years.

Y1RST
VI.ARASYO
ETRAPLIU
INARAKU
HLACHY
SBRIVHOCH

_

The town now known as Vita was-previously named after this I k rain і an poet:

Answers to the previous jumble: resheto. sopilka, kob/.a, bandura, torban,
husli, tsymbaly, trembita. taraban, drymba, svyril.
Mystery words: Hryhory Kytasty.
HAVE AN INTERESTING JUMBLE? S E N D IT IN.

Bohuta The Hero

Story: R o m a n Zawadowycz
XI РОЗДІЛ:

-
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garden. The old woman and the old
man were very happy to see their little
son again. They hugged the pilot, and
offered him some cherry pie. They even
gave him a dollar to go to the movies on
Sunday.
S o here is my story. I don't know
whether it's beautiful, but it certainly is
modern.

Kievan...

15

Vie jumbled words below represent the names of f kraiman place names in Canada.
They can he identified by rearranging the letters. Letters underlined with a double line
form the mvsierv word.

A modern story
(Continued from pace 14)
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Кинувся Ґорґан наосліп утікати,
за ним Богута з мечем погнався.

Тричі
вони довкола верха об–
бігли, і тоді Ґорґан побачив етрі–
лу на землі. . .

Спинився, плеснув у долоні —
і з'явився великий пугач з луком
у дзьобі.

Gorgen -fled blindly. Bohuta,
brandishing a'`sword, gave'Chase.`, '.

, Three times they circled the summit, and then Gorgan spied the arrow on the ground. . 7

Stopping; he clapped his hands. A
great eagle-owl appeared, holding
the' `bo"w hi' its' beak. '
'" '
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REAL ESTATE

JAMES ELKO
DODGE CITY
Dodge and Renault -

New g Used

6 1 0 1 Frankford Ave.. Philadelphia. Pa
PI 4-5000 - 4 2 6 - 0 5 6 2
Member UNA

LIVING REALTY. INC
161 Cedar Lane. Teaneck. N J . 07666

(201)836-1178

\

WHY TAX YOURSELF

!
1

Let experience work for you
Contact: Michael Zaplitny.Consign/

і
І

FIRESIDE TAX CONSULTING
909 Union Street. Brooklyn, N.Y. 11215

j

Rial Estate Salts

(212)622-1560

FLORIDA OPPORTUNITY
Men/Women
Full/Part Time
Licensed oi to be licensed
We want managers 4 salespeople to sell homes.
condos 4 land in one oi the most prestigious
communities on the East Coast of Florida
If you want to make a great deal ol money. and are willing to work for it. we offer
e
a
a

Complete Training Program
High Commissions S Bonuses
Trips to Florida

a

Leads. Leads, Leads

FARLEY M O N U M E N T S
"NOW SERVING"

THE HOLY SPIRIT
UKRAINIAN CATHOLIC
CEMETERY
for information and Appointment
JOHN R. FARLEY
CAMPBELL HALL. N.Y. 10916
Telephone: ( 9 1 4 ) 2 9 4 - 5 3 8 1

Tax tips
NEWARK, N.J. - Persons who
earned less than SIO,OOO in 1979 and
who maintained a household that
included a dependent child may qualify
for a special tax credit from the federal
government. The credit is called the
earned income credit, and although it
has been available in past years, more
people will now qualify because the
SI0,000 earned income ceiling is an
increase from the S8.000 ceiling of prior
years.
In explaining the revised earned
income credit, Cornelius J. Coleman,
director of the New Jersey IRS District,
said that the amount of credit is based
on 10 percent of earned income up to
the 55,000 income level, for a maximum
payment of S500. As the income level
goes above 55,000 the amount of credit
is phased out until it reaches zero at the
510,000 income level.

To qualify for the credit, explained
Mr. Coleman, a person must have
earned incomed and maintained a
LIVING REALTY. INC.
household for at least one dependent
child during 1979. To claim the credit,
those who qualify must file a federal
eaassawasaajatsasseataasaatasaaisasasaai І лід І І І авааозешеаевезввеезззяооеш
income tax Form 1040 or 1040A.
For the opportunity of a lifetime

(201) 836 1178 -

Morton Lederman

THE UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
ANNOUNCES

SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS
FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR 1980-81
The scholarships are available to students at an accredited college or university, who have been
members of the Ukrainian National Association for at least two years. Applicants are judged on
the basis of scholastic record,financialneed snd involvement in Ukrainian community and
student life Applications are to be submitted no later than March 31, 1980.

Mr.. Coleman emphasized that the
credit is available even if those who
qualify owe no taxes. It is also available
above and beyond any tax refund due
qualifying individuals.
In past years the earned income credit
was received in lump sum by filing a tax
return and claiming the entire amount
But another new provision of the earned

For application form write to:

w,v.v.v. І зловоошавоштшішшішшвіішшшШбеябзе9бй9іЄі
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ss Rotterdam
7-Day Nassau Cruise

S

Saturday, May 24, 1980 to Saturday, May 3 1 , 1980
Sailing from New York

NEWARK, N.J. - Deaf and пеаг–
ing-impared taxpayers can get answers
to questions about federal income taxes
by calling a special nationwide toll-free
TTY system, the Internal Revenue
Service reported.
This service, now in its fourth year,
provides communication through a
teletypewriter or an electronic keyboard
device attached to a television set, plus a
telephone. Hearing-impaired persons
use these devices to transmit printed
words to someone with similar equip
ment
Although relatively few individuals
own TTY equipment, many organiza
tions that deal with the deaf and hear
ing-impaired make TTY available for
use to their clients.
The IRS is urging deaf and hearingimpaired to take advantage of the yearround service. Taxpayers can use the
TTY to ask tax questions and to order
free publications and forms. The TTY
toll free number to use is (800) 428-4731

FIFTEENTH
NATIONAL BOWLING
TOURNAMENT

Holland - A m e r i c a

Ukrainian National
Association

income credit allows qualified wage
earners to receive the credit in install
ments throughout the year along with
their regular pay. Those who qualify for
these "advance" earned income credit
payments should contact their employ
ers about filing a form W-S, Earned
Income Credit Certificate.
Mr. Coleman explained that quali
fied individuals have the option of
receiving the advanced payments or
receiving the entire credit in one lump
sum. But either way, Mr. Coleman
noted, a federal income tax return will
have to be filed.

UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, INC.
30 Montgomery Street
"
Jersey City, N.J. 07302

Г
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Saturday-Sunday, May 24th and 25th, 1980
Guaranteed prizes for men's and women's team events:
Men's team 1st place - 5500; 2nd place - J300
Women's team 1st place - S200; 2nd place - Я00
We will provide at least one prize for each 10 entries in the event.

TOURNAMENT
Must be active UNA member
Bowlers from all UNA Branches in the USA and Canada are cordially invited
Tournament governed by ABC and WIBC Moral Sanction
May 1. 1980. deadline for all entries.

Lincoln Lane, Route 30, East, Latrobe, Pa. 15650
(412) 539-1991
Singles and Doubles - Saturday, May 24. All Team Events Sunday. May 25.
Applications are available from all UNA Branch secretaries

UNA members and their families are cordially invited to lOin.this fabulous cruise for a relaxing week on
the sea л і е г е you will enioy gracious service and warm Duch hospitality as well as a two-day stopover
m Nassau where shopping is a delight and the romantic island offers you fine sand beaches, deep sea
iishmg golf tennis and paradise island with its dazzling gambling casino and nighttime excitement

Bowlers Social Saturday -

this 38 000 ton ship nas 11 fully an conditioned passenger decks It offers you a vast range of facilities
lor your pleasure and comfort - spacious staterooms - deck spo'ts - two swimming pdOTs - movi
thealrx
three sumptuous meals - professional variety shows - 2 orchestras for dancing - gambling

Sunday, May 25th, 7:30 p.m. Per person J16.00
Derry Ukrainian Society, 315 Dorothy street. Derry, Pa. 15627

casino -

Awards will be presented at the Banquet
Make reservations early a Dinner В Refreshments a Dance

discotheque and much more

' This spectacular vacation cruise s geared specifically to our UNA members and their families. Come |Oin
the fun 1 Meet your UNA friends and make new ones 1 You'll do exactly what you want to do at your own
pace 1 You'll have a delightful time 1

Bowlers Headouarters Sheraton Inn, Route 30 East, 100 Sheraton Drive.
Greensburg. Pa. 15601. (412) 836-6060

Reservations deadline
MARCH 3 1 . 1980!

For lurther
for complete details call or write today to our Tout
Director

Andrew Keybida
19 Rutgers Street

Maplewood, N.J. 07040
Tel.: (201) 762-2827

Derry Ukrainian Society

BANQUET

ss Rotterdam

information

write or call

Helen B. Olek, National Bowling Tournament Committee, 7644 W. Rosedale Avenue
Chicago. ІП. 60631 (312) 631-4625
Andrew Krinock. Tournament Chairman. 927 Main Street Latrobe. Pa. 15650
(412) 539-7792
Betty Mrozenski, Tournament Secretary, 209 Shade St Derry Pa 15627
(412) 694-8054
^
Ukrainian National Association. P.O. Box 76, 3 0 Montgomery Street
Jersey City. N.J. 07303 (201) 451-2200

